


Cover: British pioneers brought to New Zealand many varieties 
of exotic trees and shaped the landscape with them, demonstrating 
a mastery of landscaping techniques. According to Tony Jackman, 
on page 6, much of this skill has since been lost because of the 
influence of urbanisation. His advice to the new cadre of Lan· 
scape Architects: Rediscover nature. 
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Forehead Lines 

FELT ANY GOOD EARTHQUAKES? 
Kevin O'Connor 

Despairing of reaching in person all the many group of run
holders and other high country users as often as I would like, 
I u e Review. This could be the beginning of a regular feature, 
a personal commentary on alient topics of the time. 

19 7 4 has witnessed everal important developments in the 
high country scene. Many of these have heightened public 
consciousness of the mountain environment and of the use of 
mountain resource . This stimulated consciousness has not neces
aril y been matched with greater public understanding. Confus-

ion, prejudice and error are about as abundant as speargras on 
. ome previously overgrazed sub-alpine grasslands and just about 
as difficult to wrestle with. 

Water resources and water yield, recreational access, noxious 
animal control, wool marketing, retirement of land from grazing 
and its subsequent fate - none of these topical items is immune 
from the taint of partiality. Grander issues like hydro-electric 
generation, the energy crisis population growth, balance of pay
ments and world phosphate upplie are both enlivened and 
clouded by warnings of disaster and assurances of care for the 
future public interest, frequently uttered with little obvious 
re5ting from the commentator's particular oar. I shall try to be 
impartial in comment, at least to be honest and fair. 

There was more than ordinary interest in the levels of larger 
mountain lake as we entered the 1974 winter. If late winter and 
early spring snow torms have made fanning life costly and diffi
cult, they have apparently brought in ome healthy mountain 
nowpacks, reassured irrigators and prolonged the delights of 
kiers. W e are inclined to think of all mountain lands as being 

hydrologically significant. They are indeed but not equally so. 
A very high proportion of the water that flows through the power 
generating turbines of the W aitaki network is derived from non
pastoral land. Such water can probably be little influenced by 
extensive land management. V\T e need to assess quite critically the 
claims we hear or make of the significance of management of 
high altitude land to water regimes. Last year Jack Coulter of the 
Meteorological ervice published a very worthwhile water 
balance assessment of New Zealand rainfall. Sectors on the axis 
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of the Main Divide were estimated to have from ten to twenty 
times the annual water surplus for runoff of that calculated for 
the bulk of even the wetter pastoral runs. There are regions in 
the pastoral lands where water production may be significantly 
affected by vegetation conditions and management. There are 
others where arguments for changed land use for the sake of 
better water regimes are based on inadequate theory and less 
evidence. One of the urgent tasks of the Mountain Catchments 
Committee of the National Water and Soil Conservation Author
ity and its technical working parties will surely be to establish 
which is where. 

Retirement of high and steep mountain lands from grazing 
does not depend on water production for its justification. Con
servation of soil and vegetation, economy and improvement of 
range management may each or all warrant retirement from 
grazing temporarily or permanently. This has been demonstrated 
as a piece of recent history by the interview data of Graham 
Hughes and associates at T.G.M.L.I. As they indicated in 
Review No. 28, 18 percent of the area of all runs was no longer 
actually used for grazing. In the higher rainfall regions of Otago 
and Canterbury this proportion of ungrazed land was more than 
30 percent. The November 1972 Conference on the Future Use 
of Lands Retired from Grazing recorded 314,570 acres where 
retirement had been achieved by that date by soil and water 
conservation plan . The T.G.M.L.I. survey reveals that the total 
area of high country runs not used for grazing is 1,401,370 acres. 
This does not include the hundreds of thousands of acres which 
have been excluded from pastoral runs at lease renewal. Clearly 
land retirement has not been totally dependent on the persuasions 
of oil and water conservation plans. 

Tony Jackman's illustrated article in this Review should stimu
late u all to recognize that farming for human benefit includes 
the production of unity, truth, goodness and beauty along with 
the profit. My enquiries of visitors lead me to suspect that a 
prosperous, loved and farm-cared for countryside is perhaps our 
greatest national asset for visitor- atisfaction. Beauty and profit 
can join in love as well as in war. It takes a little more thought 
but with all our problem-solving experience following recent eco
nomic and meteorologic shocks, we should be getting better at 
thinking. The accent on recreational use of the countryside is 
strident at the present time. Professor Art Wilcox in his interview 
with Joe Runga points to changing habits in United States out
door recreationists. Thanks to his visit with us and the continuing 
programme in Park and Recreation Administration at Lincoln 
College we should be looking forward to recreation planning in 
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the high country in the light of hard information, not merely in 
response to noisy pressures. We need to take proper account of 
the information suitably hardened in Graham Hughes' article 
in this issue of Review: "While pastoral productivity in the rest 
of the country has tended to stagnate, the high country has been 
a growth area." All of us take a little shaking to shed our pre
judices. The prejudice that the high country is necessarily and 
permanently a static low production pastoral scene fit only for 
nineteenth century polo-playing plutocrats, fossil-fuel burning 
tourists and fossil-fuel saving power stations might need a few 
more earthquake shocks to be shed from the public mind. 

The C:haraeter of Rural Landscape 

A E. Jackman 
Senior Lecturer in La ndscape Architecture, 

Lincoln College. 

Adapted from a paper entitled "Take a Naked Land
form", presented to the 1974 Conference of the New 

Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects. 

Landscape Architecture is an emergent profession in New 
Zealand. 

This paper is intended to outline the landscape archi
tectural process-hopefully from this dissertation will 
arise a greater awareness of the rural landscape, which 
fortunately, still abundantly surrounds us. 

For the moment it seems that many New Zealanders have 
lost their touch in manipulating the landscape for 
aesthetic purposes. It is evident to me that we need to 
return to the fundamental wisdom that can be found in 
nature. Without this knowledge we cannot develop the 
intuition to capture in our works the grace, harmony, 
variety and uncontrived beauty that we admire and seek 
in nature. We expect these things of Her. We must expect 
them of ourselves. 

The agricultural community is fortunate as it works from 
day to day with the biological sciences and the practicali
ties of farming and knows well of nature's forces, forms 
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and features, respecting and responding to them and 
adapting them to their uses and their purposes. But as we 
move more away from the contact of that "quite-new
history" of last century, and that pioneer determination to 
dominate nature, our art and our sensitivity to it is dulled 
by our urban surrounds where nature has a lesser influ
ence. Seldom do we feel nature at hand. 

The further we have moved away from a balanced inte
gration of nature, the more the physical environment has 
become harmed. In spite of technological progress, or 
perhaps because of adolescent "spottiness" in develop
ment and uncertainty of what the results would be like, 
our man-made environment has shown our tendency to 
be hesitant, that we lack the clarity of purpose, the bold
ness and the mastery to bring about a total integration 
of designs into the landscape. If the effects show a lack 
or control it is because we are untrained in the affinities 
of nature. 

We must rediscover nature, go back to the bare facts of 
the landscape we belong in. 

So to begin with let us strip off all that disguises the 
very form of the land beneath so that only the essentials 
remain. Society is stripping unashamedly and revealing 
much of the human form given us by nature, yet the body, 
like the land has Jong been clothed and disguised in often 
quite unfitting garments. 

Stripped of the constructed environment, what remains? 
Stripped of the vegetative and soil mantle, what is there 
left? 

Even in nakedness, landform has 
beauty. For example the simple 
beauty of a shifting dune, 
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or the spacious beauty of an 
essentially treeless p/ainscape, 

"::>"\~ t-=-+---+--

or the folding beauty of a hill 
landscape. 

A$ Iii 114~ JJ..t1£1HZl£1 MSIN. 

? ??p--~~~--
There is also beauty in the harsh
ness of a young mountain range. 

A~ Af WAIHOAIUJHbA · S . UW1fA.M~ 

Man prefers order and beauty. It is doubtful whether 
any creature enjoys a view more, contemplates the visual 
significance of the ruggedness of such a mountain chain, or 
delights in the placement and balance created by a single 
tree. Man instinctively seeks harmony, is repelled by dis
order, friction, ugliness and the illogical. 
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fhere is no doubt that the con
;tructed environment, as we have 
·t in many of our cities, is gen
?rally full of visual chaos for 
'he e)'e. 

The planning professions have a common goal in their 
aim to determine, to create, and to keep optimum rela
tionships between people and their environments. The 
environmental adaptation of man is infinitely complicated 
by his own half-social, half-individual makeup and his 
uneven evolutionary development-an understanding of 
which encompasses the developing field of environmental 
psychology. The success of a work of environmental 
design may only be soundly evaluated by its Jong-term 
efTect on the healthy survival of humans. Any evaluation 
of architecture, landscape architecture, or town planning 
that excludes human enjoyment makes little, if any, long 
term sense. 

The humanised landscape is to 
us the most inviling. Yet we nre 
also pleased, even happy when 
we feel contact with the senti
ment of the preserved landscape. 
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No matter what the natural land
scape character of an area, no 
matter the mood it produces in 
us-say exhilaration, sadness or 
awe-we experience pleasure in 
sensing the unity and harmony 
of the total scene. 

The degree of harmony or unity we see in the various 
elements of any landscape, whether natural or subjected 
to man's management, is a measure not only of the 
pleasure induced in us, but also of that quality we call 
beauty. For beauty by definition is "the evident harmoni
ous relationship of all parts of a thing observed". The 
absence of beauty we call "ugliness", the lack of unity 
around the elements of a scene, or the presence of one 
or more incongruous element. 

So far we have only touched the essential visual quali
ties of "country". Let us now analyse its attributes: 

Land area is visually plentiful. 
Space is exploded, open and 
free. 

Although a landscape architect may be limited by 
property boundaries, the visual boundaries may include 
vast areas. Fence lines, paddocks, even a mountain back
drop, miles away, may become elements in a design. As 
visual planners we see freedom and open views of pad
docks, woodlots and sky as the essential landscape quality 
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of the rural domain or countryside. In any plan we would 
logicaUy set out to e'<ploit this freedom of view or open 
space so that the plan embraces the total site's best 
features and commands the best views. Compare this 
approach with the planning of a typical suburban section 
where the design is frequently introverted and relies on 
factors within four fences-a much more confined or 
closer visual range, often requiring a greater design detail 
10 succeed. 
In the use of a rural site, whether it be a total farm or a 
small scale house and yard, landscape appreciation should 
demonstrate an understanding that country is visually 
expansive and very dilTercnt from town, yet we frequently 
see town ideas transported to country areas, such as a 
scree garden which suits a standard suburban home but 
is wrong in a country estate of greater expanse. 

nd there must be a sense of 
'2ing at one in an indil!idual 
wironment. For example, 1'1e 
ine and deciduous planlillR of 
ipapa Station reflect individua/
Y in an otherwise seeminRIY 
'1' North Canterbury landscape. 
his is because the retentive 
emuka soil types of the flat 
i"[/er from the hill soils sur
Junding. But note the ubiquit
us pine al Tipapa is carried up 
"1 to the total scene. 
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The Sequoia mu/ S~q11oiadend
ron (Redwoods) at Albury Park, 
South Canterbury, by their repe
tition again give unity to the total 
scene yet in this case express the 
individuality of the Mayfield soil 
type. 



The old homestead setting oflers 
a so/ tened climax and backdrop, 
fitting for only the grandest 
country house; a pity, therefore, 
that today's backdrop was per
haps not achieved when the 
building was in fact there. 

The scale of original plantings 
which tie the total site together 
would seldom, if ever, be con
templated today. Were our fore
bears more at one with nature 
than we are today? 

Bangor Homestead plantings 
repeat the suggestion. Individual 
character of site bei11g achieved 
by an intermix of Sequoiaden
dron, Cupressus lusitanica and 
C. macrocarpa and a density of 
deciduous planting not used to
day. Space between planting is 
again expansive and the recog
nition of ample ground space 
expression, should be better 
understood today. Again our 
forebears had a greater under
standing of this factor. 
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~ emphasise the point that 
'iysical environmental factors 
ust be well read and under
ood let us look at the following. 
1plars express a greater wetness 
1 soil type at Orari-and their 
mtinuity of use across the total 
·ea gives a vertical emphasis to 

plains landscape. Again, by 
!petition of a singular element, 
l'lity is achieved, but overdone, 
may well lead to boredom. 

ompare this plainscape with 
ie admix of species at Home
ush-the planting is restricted 
1 an unproductive scarp. It 
'Juld not be better used. Coni
m, by their repetition, again 
l'lify this planting. 

When the major landscape features of landform and likely 
expression of tree growth on soil type are established, 
man should seek to build his structures to the landscape, 
featuring the best elements, screening out and de
emphasising the less desirable elements. Site use areas, 
sympathetically fitted to topographical features , may well 
dictate the architectural arrangement. 

'he homestead area has the 
•ackdrop support of appropriate 
cale or height to dramatise this 
omposition of structure in a 
pacious Canterbury Plains 
mdscape.-Opihi River. 

The landscape is dominant (in character and mood) but 
if an altered landscape character is desired we may modi£ y 
or completely change it. We have the machines and 
technologies to do so today, but we should only modify or 
change the landscape in such a way as to take full advan
tage of the existing landscape features. With our need and 
yearning for order we frequently overlook the subtleties of 
the landform of a site and so either disguise or dominate 
them with human styled grandeur. 
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We introduce lineal elements 
such as roads, fences and shelter 
belts that dominate the landscape 
scene, of ten conducting the eye 
to secondary climaxes, as in the 
case of the Main South Road, 
Burnham. These may detract 
from less aesthetic scenes. They 
may do nothing. 

lVe imply man's dominance over , 
nature in our avenue plantin/l,s,°" <t".'' ~· 
such as that at Spye, North Can-I' ? · 
terbury. 

Seek grandeur at Te Waimate, 

Impose the shelter belt which 
climbs the limestone blu/Js at 
Spye, irrespective of /andform. 

Repeated at Albury Park. 
(Which tends lo contradict sug
gestions that our forebears used 
every aspect of p,ood landscape 
design). 
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the shelter belt which cuts off 
visual continuity of an old 

?k swale at Te Puke. 

The pleasant rural landscape is one of pleasant transitions 
from one clement to another. Space is again required to 
effect good 1ransitions. Rural landscapes have far greater 
opportuntics to do this effectively than do townscapes. 

·ce is vital. 
an example the paddock 

1tings at Spye off er a lead, but 
y are by no means a total 
ctional or aesthetic answer. 
1 transition from lineal 
nue to natural space is too 
trived or spotty in that each 
rdock plantinp, is a specimen 
1er than a p,roup. 

ure has provided us with 
· examples of spatial relation
's. The natural dispersal 
rds of pine and larch seeding 
Mt John, Tekapo, offer an 
mple of space between ele
its and different density of 

groupings, from the indi
'Jal tree to the most dense 
SS. 
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Again the space between is just as important visually as 
the articles themselves-in this case the article is a tree 
but the same principle applies to all buildings or struc
tures in any landscape. 

Cut over gum, now reseeding 
on the Main South Road, to
wards Rakaia, offers a visually 
successful interplay of space and 
trees. 

Nature has a quality of regeneration in its landscape, a 
perpetuity that man cannot emulate. One man's design 
seldom reaches maturity of effect in his lifetime, so today 
we see about us "relics" of previous design thoughts, 
now at their grandest, but the originator gone. 

One such example of space, 
views, and natural group com
position occurs at "Clayton Sta
tion'', South Canterbury. Yet the 
unobservant would miss this 
magnificent interplay. 
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But the spaces and the articles 
need not be of that choice. Pop
lars and pines frequently suffice, 
as on the Waimakariri River. 

At the "Grampians". 

Trees that in themselves are not 
the most delightful ornamental 
or horicu/tura/ specimens may 
frame a composition of space and 
articles and emphasise a road or 
a view beyond. At Clayton. 

! Such trees add character and memory to a scene. 
Detail interest is a definite design requirement in any 
scene if boredom is not to be the result. 
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Take the detailed interest offered 
by this one lone gum--co11torted 
by a sandy soil condition. 



The rural landscape is a landscape of subtleties-of foli
age, colour and texture composition, of sky and cloud 
effects, and often of water. 

Lush olive greens of poplars and 
willows express the clarity of the 
waters of the Omarama Stream. 
Cumulus cloud reflects the grand
ness of the Mackenzie Basin. 

In a rural site one is seemingly more in contact with the 
weather-rain, storms, sun, wind, snow, frost, winter cold 
and summer heat. Good landscape architectural answers 
must bear this in mind, and a thorough understanding of 
climatic and microclimatic effects is required. 
A rural site implies increased land area .and greater 
manoeuvrability of design alternatives which balance all 
site impingements. 
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Car or driveway approaches, 
always important elements in 
design, often have a more casual 
curvilinearity than their town 
counterparts, frequently reflect
ing the real land/ orm rather than 
dominating it. 



Telephone poles also take more 
casual placements, because they 
do not have to repeat the road 
line. 

Today is an age of technology and rapid transport. The 
traditional approach of expressing the indigenous mater
ials of site-sod, stone, timber, etc-in the structures of 
the site seem no longer valid, yet in terms of landscape 
character the stone and rock cottages of Central Otago 
conjure in most minds a lasting image of the quality of 
that landscape. Is this a landscape quality now lost? 

Should we show a greater concern for our landscape now 
that some of our European "near History" of only 80-LOO 
years rapidly declines? 

~artt 
~~ 

'j{&~ UU(-'WAl~lllH'lt 
Take this limestone hut at Wai
hoarunga for an example. It is 
additive to landscape. 

Or the relic curiosity, yet propor
tional charm of the old home
stead chimneys at Spye. 

In conclusion, the essential qualities of the rural land
scape are the natural and the unrefined, all additives 
should reflect this naturalness and should consequently 
forego high refinement, if simplicity is to prevail. Today 
we are constantly putting new values into our countryside. 
We are using it for a multiple number of uses. 
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From mixed stand farm woodlot 
at Otc1io. OfAIO W(t_ 

To a blanketing forestry use a1 
Omihi. 

To a passageway for pylons in 
the W aimate Gorge. 

-- = 

To an industrial lucerne plant 
near Timvald. 

All relatively new land use expressions requiring accom· 
modation in a hitherto unc luttered countryside. For
tunately all the preceding examples offer sympathetic 
statements of the simplicity that rural surrounds require 
if the eye is to be satisfied that such uses fit the basic 
landscape. Both, or all facets can be accomplished simply. 
Why are so many urban and suburban dwellers now 
driving out into the countryside for their main recreational 
pleasure? Surely it is for the simple relief that is offered 
them in the country, relief from the repetitive visual syn· 
drome that is now too commonly our New Zealand town 
and cityscape? 
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Urban pressures are so great today that machines are 
shaping our suburban landscapes to such an extent that 
future generations will neve• recognise the basic land form. 

As an example, take that last 
green lung of rural open space of 
over 1000 hectares which 
stretches into Christchurch's 
eastern suburbs, now called the 
Travis Swamp, to be filled with 
up to two metres of sand and 
three bedroom bungalows. 

What loss this relieving visual open space? 

Let this concluding example serve as a lasting example 
of man's power to manipulate the landform. Call it also 
man's shortsightedness of his need for simple visual satis
factions near at hand. Let the rural landscape that we see, 
be aware of ever increasing demands on its essentially 
very simple form . 

MOVES IN THE WOOL INDUSTRY : The sale of wool by 
sample is expected to apply to most of the national clip in the very near 
future. The change will doubtless be effected in all of the leading wool 
producing countries. In Australia the amount of sampling varies widely 
between states. South Australia sells 35-40 percent this way, and in the 
advanced states cataloguing is by computer. Sampling and computer 
cataloguing permits bidding on the basis of where the wool is stored thus 
saving the costs of transport to and from a central selling point. This 
should be reflected in improved nett prices to growers. 
The following article describes the wool measuring service established 
this year by the Wool Science Department at Lincoln College. The ser
vice is designed to assist breeders and growers to produce more wool, 
better quality. 
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WOOL M EASUREMEN T SERVI~E 

It is through the ram that improvements in wool quality and 
productivity can be quickly bred into a flock. This is the premise 
of the wool measurement ervice introduced by the Wool Science 
Department at Lincoln College recently, but besides offering to 
identify rams of good genetic potential the facility will test ewe 
hoggets as well. 

The service will enable tud breeders to improve their studs 
and provide pro pective buyers with more information about 
their tock. Also it will be po ible for growers to give more 
attention to those characteri tic of their wool that become im
portant with sale by sample. 

ale by ample has been introduced in the Auckland and Wel
lington ales. t Less than ten percent was offered with measured 
amples last season but it is expected that 30 percent will be 
ampled there thi year. While the first ample (8 kg) were 

measured for clean scoured yield only, an accurate measure of 
fineness is likely to be an additional tandard in future sample 
testing. For specialist wools and fine apparel wools manufacturers 
might oon want a measure of fibre length and variability as well, 
and perhaps eventually a mea ure of tensile trength if a reliable 
and practical method of arriving at it can be di covered. 

Fine wool growers pecially could benefit from the measure
ment ervice offered by the College becau·e characteri tics like 
fineness and fibre length in finer wools have collectively and 
ometimes eparately commanded premium . Thu the measure

ments offered can relate closely to market ensitivity whereas 
this is frequently not o in other wool . Measurement is of lesser 
value to breeders of coarse woolled beep becau e variation in 
yield i less in this group and there is little difference paid for 
finene in the coarser wools, but this should not top a breeder 
having test made. He can identify his more productive rams and 
could achieve greater uniformity in hi clip if he wanted to. 

Whereas a stud breeder may also be interested in measured 
data for female tock, most fine wool growers are likely to be 
concerned with ram merit only. For instance with a flock of 
3,000 ewes he carries up to 100 rams, 30 of which may require 
replacing. He may now choo e replacements on their ranking in 

t The tests were supported financially by the Wool Marketing Corporation. 
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wool merit. When he culls his rams their fleece index values 
will be one of the important features to consider. For an outlay 
of $1.30 per ram, the yield, an estimation of quality number 
(count ) and a calculation of fleece index value would allow a 
grower to identify his most productive animals. This test on 
100 rams from which he selects 50 would co t $2.60 per animal 
selected. If in three years the ram sires 250 lambs the cost per 
lamb is nearly one cent. Although many of the lambs will be 
culled it is possible to show that increased wool productivity of 
sheep entering the flock would more than offset the costs. 

Stud breeders will be the primary source of tested rams and 
they pass their costs on to the ram buyer. However some farmers 
would wish to test rams they already own to speed up the pro
cess of using only those with good genetic potential. Many of 
the older rams are replaced to avoid mating with their own 
progeny but usually they are sound. If it could be shown that 
these have good genetic potential they could be readily sold or 
exchanged once this practice has won farmer confidence. 

Where the programme could be even more effective is in 
testing ewe hoggets because once measured their genetic potential 
will have been established for life. Here it is a question of weigh
ing the costs against the improved prices expected for better 
wool and good stock. The farmer will need to pay $1.30 for a 
fleece index value for each hogget. This might spread over five 
or six subsequent fleeces plus five or six lamb with but two or 
three joining the replacements. With twinning there could be 
more. 

Because a blanket system of ranking hoggets might prove un
economic it would be prudent to measure only those which have 
the best chance of becoming flock replacements. This suggests 
stringent selection before samples are submitted for measure
ment, and light culling thereafter. Of course there is no reason 
why some of those finally turned out cannot be sold with their 
fleece index values commending them. The kind of wool one 
farmer rejects could be what another wants. 

So that with rams ranked for wool merit the farmer can ex
pect to achieve improvements in wool quality throughout the 
flock, quickly, and with selected ewe hoggets he is able to identify 
an elite flock. There is no doubt the service could be of con
siderable benefit to the sheep and wool industry - especially in 
holding this country's status as the world's third largest producer 
of wool. 
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A projection microscope used 
for measuring diameter or 
individual fibres. The image of 
the fibre is projected on the 
screen at a magnification of 
500 X and width is measured 
on the attached scale. This 
method must be used when a 
measure of variability of fibre 
diameter is required. 

Measurement of fibre length 
with a W.1.R.A. Fibre Length 
Machine. Individual fibres are 
pulled through a guide and the 
machine stops automatically 
when the fibre leaves the Jluide. 
Length is recorded on the drum 
of counters. 

Professor A. E. H enderson established the service in associa
tion with wool production officers of the New Zealand Wool 
Board and with Sheep and Beef Officers of the M inistry of Agri
culture and Fisheries. Discussions were also held with officers of 
the National Flock R ecording Scheme and the information the 
service supplies can be used to supplement information from the 
Recording Scheme. 
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Although official te ting and measuring methods are used in 
the service the College is not recognized as an Official Testing 
House. Therefore any measurements given cannot be officially 
recognized in trading operations. 

Principles on which the Service is Based 

In all breeds of sheep fleece weight has a major influence on 
income. Fleece weight is strongly inherited and effective 
selection result in sheep that convert food to wool more effi
ciently. All research so far has hown that sheep most efficient 
for wool growth are also the most efficient for body growth. 

In coarse woolled sheep there is little between-sheep variation 
in yield, thus greasy fleece weight provides a satisfactory estimate 
of wool production . In fine woolled breeds variation of yield is 
high but a good estimate of wool production can be made if 
yield is determined by scouring a small sample from the mid 
side of the fleece. 

Fibre diameter, or fineness has most influence on price and 
although the price relationship between wools of different fine
ness varies from time to time, in fine wools it is always substantial. 
It is important that this be recognized in establishing higher 
productivity. Fibre diameter may be measured in several ways. 
The Airflow or Sonic methods provide a simple average. Use of a 
projection microscope and appropriate calculations provide an 
estimate of the average and a measure of variability. Variability 
must be very high before it becomes a disadvantage in processing, 
therefore the projection microscope measurements cannot be 
justified for routine use. 

So far valuation of the New Zealand wools has been done 
using an e timate of quality number and an important factor 
in the judgement is crimp spacing. Some clips (and individual 
sheep) have wool much coarser than the crimp would indicate 
and others are much finer. It is likely that sale by measurement 
(rather than by e timate ) will become increasingly common for 
fine wools and when this happens tho e clip coarser than their 
crimp would indicate will have prices lowered and those finer 
will have prices rai ed. Some breeders may wish to have informa
tion on the crimp / fineness relationship for their flock. 

Under the present system of valuing wool by estimate, a fleece 
index value calculated using clean fleece weight and estimates of 
quality number and grade is more relev2.nt than an index value 
which includes measured fineness. The latter wJI be more accur
ate if wool is valued u ing measured fineness. 
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Wool is scoured in a miniature four bowl scouring plant. Three bowls 
cootuin hot water and detergent and the fourth is a rinse bowl. Wool goes 
through a wringer between each bowl. 
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After seouring the wet wool is dried in small canisters through wh ich hot 
air at controlled temperatures is blown. Driers can take one, three or six 
canisters according to size of sample. 
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Measuremenr or average fibre 
diameter with the C.S.l.R.O. 
Sonic Fineness Tesrer. 

Two and a hatr grams or clean 
wool is loaded into the 
chamber. A plunger compresses 
the sample to a standard 
volume and a low frequency 
audio signal is passed through 
the plug or fibres. 

Arrer passing through rhe plug 
the sigoaJ is read and average 
fineness or rhe sample obtained 
from a calibration charl. 

Services and Costs per Sample 

There are eight kinds of measurement services. Any one or a 
combination of these can be done : 
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( 1 ) Clean scoured yield ( $1.00) ; 
( 2 ) Estimation of quality number (count ) and grade and 

calculation of clean fleece weight ( 15c ) ; 
(3 ) Average fibre diameter (by Airflow or Sonic measure

ment ) 
(a) scoured sample - following measurement of clean 

scoured yield ( 70c ) 
(b ) greasy ample - when no other measurement re

quested ( 80c ) ; 
( 4 ) Calculation of individual fl eece index values based on 

either 
(a ) clean fl eece weight, quality number and grade ( 15c ) 

or (b ) clean fl eece weight and measured fineness 
(15c ) 

Where appropriate, index values will be printed in three 
part : 

(a ) with sheep in numerical order 
(b ) average index value for progeny of separate sires 
( c) a list of top 25 sheep in order of merit. 

( 5 ) Staple length ( 12c ) ; 
( 6 ) Crimp frequency ( 30c ) ; 
( 7 ) Fibre diameter and variability using projection microscope 

($4.00 ) ; 
( 8 ) Fibre length and variability ( $4.00 ) . 

Notes on optional programmes and the instructions for pre
paration of samples are described in the Lincoln College booklet 
"Wool Measurement Service" which is also obtainable from 
Sheep and Beef Officers of the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries. 

The 1971 / 72 TGMLI production survey revealed that 172 or 65 
percent of high country runs administered selenium to their hog
gets and 120 or 45 percent did ewes. Dr Gerald Scales in the next 
article shows that selenium has beneficial effects on lamb survival 
and thrift and on ewe fertility. However, time of dosing appears 
to be critical in achieving success. Dr Scales advised the Institute 
that selenium responsive areas are being surveyed in the Mac
kenzie and Omarama districts. Until this is completed he would 
not exclude the possibility of selenium deficiencies anywhere in 
these districts. 
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Tara Hills' improved tussock country used to conduct the selenium 
investigations in 1973. Photo: G. H. Scales, transparency 

Selenimn Increases Merino 
E've Fertility and Latnb 

Performance 
Dr G. H. Scales 

Tara Hills High Country Research Station, 
Omarama. 

R ecent survey results conducted by the Tussock Grassland 
and M ountain Lands Institute (H ughes, 1973 ) indicate that 
lambing percentages in high country flocks are little better than 
85. H owever the extent to which selenium deficiency is respon
sible for the poor reproductive performance is undefined, as little 
experimentation has been conducted in high country areas since 
1958 ( H artley, Grant and D rake, 1960) . 
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A series of four trials was conducted at the Tara Hills High 
Country Research Station and Ohau Downs Station in the 
Omarama district between 1968 and 1973. The objective was 
to determine if lambing percentages of Merino ewes could be 
increased by selenium administration before mating and if so 
whether responses were consistent for differing seasons, pasture 
types and methods of treatment. 

In each trial approximately 250 ewes were orally dosed with 
5 mg selenium three weeks prior to joining with rams in early 
May, and a further 250 were the unclosed controls. 

In the 1968 and 1969 trials at Tara H ills, mating was con
ducted under paddock conditions ( 10 to 16 ewes per ha) while 
the Ohau Downs and 1973 Tara Hills investigations were run 
under more extensive conditions (one to two ewes per ha) . The 
results of the four trials are presented in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Fertility Response to Pre-mating Selenium Dosing 

Barren Ewes Lambs 'Weaned 
Control Dosed Difference Contr ol D.-.:1 Difference 

% % % % % % 
1968 Tara Hills 17.3 5.4 -11.9 77.6 89.l 11.5 

1968 Ohau Downs 35.2 23.7 -I 1.5 64.0 73.0 9.0 
1969 Tara Hills 20.J 5.8 -14.3 80.6 89.2 8.6 
1973 Tara Hills 5.3 6.0 0.7 79.5 76.J - 3.4 

Data in this and subsequen t tables are expressed as a percentage of ewes joined 
wilh t.he ram. 

Dosing Merino ewes with selenium prior to mating decreased 
barrenness by approximately 12 percent in three out of four 
trials. Considerable variation was evident among seasons, there 
being no response in the 1973 trial. Although ewes were mated 
on an improved hill block in 1973 compared with paddock mat
ing in 1969, pasture selenium levels were similar. It is possible 
that the herbage samples analysed did not represent the forage 
eaten and for this reason caution must be exercised when using 
herbage analysis as an indicator of selenium deficiency in live
stock. Nevertheles.5 a response in three out of four trials suggests 
that selenium be given as a precautionary measure. 

Both heavy and light ewes responded equally to selenium at 
mating as did young and old ewes in the case of the Ohau 
Downs trial. 
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Selenium prior to mating did not increase the proportion of 
twin bearing ewes or alter the mean date of lambing. Lamb 
birth weights and lamb survival to weaning were not influenced 
by the pre-mating selenium t reatment. 

Selenium R esponse on Different Pasture Types 

In the 1968 Tara H ills trial the reproductive performance of 
Merino ewes orally dosed with selenium prior to mating was 
compared with that of control ewes. Both groups grazed either 
dryland lucerne or irrigated ryegrass/ clover pastures during the 
six-week mating period and results are presented in the following 
T able. 

T ABLE 2 
J>asture Type and Selenium Response 

LUCERNE RYEGRASS/CLOVER 
Cont rol Dosed D ifference Control Dosed Difference 

% % % % % % 
Barren ewes 14.7 5.8 - 8.9 20.0 5.0 - 15.0 
Lambs weaned 79.5 89.2 9.7 75.6 89.l 13.5 

The reduction in barrenness associated with selenium dosing 
was greater for those ewes grazing ryegrass/ clover pastures dur
ing mating, although the response on both pasture types was sub
stantial. North Island data (Davies and Watkinson, 1966) indi
cated that clover accumulates only small amounts of selenium 
relative to many other pasture species, although luceme was not 
included in the comparison. While low pasture selenium levels 
may have been responsible for the high barrenness in unclosed 
ewes grazing ryegrass/ clover pastures in the present study, the 
possibility of inherently lower soil selenium levels caused by differ
ing soil type or the effects of irrigation cannot be discounted. 

No adverse effects on fertility were observed in those ewes 
grazing luceme pastures compared with ryegrass/ clover pastures 
at mating. 

Method of Selenium Administration 

Dosing ewes with selenium is laborious. The possibility of 
topdressing the pasture with selenium had been investigated by 
Grant ( 1965). In the 1969 Tara H ills trial, 31 grams (approxi
mately 1 oz) of selenium per ha in the form of sodium selenite 
were mixed with superphosphate and applied to the pasture 21 
days before mating commenced. The reproductive performance 
of ewes grazing selenium topdressed pastures 17 days prior to 
and during mating was compared with similar ewes orally dosed 
with 5 mg selenium 27 days prior to mating. 
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Although grazing ewes on elenium topdressed pastures ub
stantially reduced the incidence of barren ewes, the response 
was inferior to oral dosing (Table 3). ince blood selenium level 
of ewes grazing elenium topdressed pastures were over five 
times as high as oral do ed ewes it i po ible that: toxicity factors 
described by Grant ( 1965 ) may be involved. For this reason 
it is recommended that oral dosing be u ed in preference to 
administering elenium via fertilizers and tock licks. 

TABLE 3 

Method of Selenium Administration 

Oral 
Control selenium Fertilizer selenium 

% % % 

Barren ewes 20.I 5.8 12.l 
Lambs born 83.7 96.7 93.5 

There was little consistent effect of the selenium treatment 
on the proportion of twin bearing ewes or on lamb mortality. 

Selenium at Lambing and Tailing 

Earlier research has shown it necessary to dose ewes with 
selenium prior to lambing to avoid congenital white mu cle 
disease. Thi problem has not been previously identified at 
Tara Hills and the extent to which selenium deficiency is respon
sible for lamb mortality and poor growth rates is unknown. 

A trial in 1973 compared the reproductive performance of 
ewes dosed with selenium before mating, with ewes dosed both 
before mating and lambing. Ewes were lambed on either irri
gated lucerne or irrigated ryegrass/ clover pastures and at tailing 
half of the lamb from each group were orally dosed with 2 mg 
selenium. Results of the ewe do ing treatments are presented in 
Table4. 

TABLE 4 

Effect of Pre-mating and Pre-lambing Selenium Administration 
on Lambing Performance 

Controls Selenium 

Barren ewes 
Lambs born 
Lamb mortality• 
Lambs weaned 

* As a percentage of lambs born alive. 

% 

5.3 
95.7 
15.4 
79.4 
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(mating ) 

% 

6.0 
97.4 
19.8 
76.I 

Selenium 
(mating& 
lambing ) 

% 

7.6 
94.9 

0.9 
90.7 



Pre-mating selenium treatment failed to reduce the propor
tion of barren ewes or increase twinning rates, although pasture 
selenium levels were comparable with previous years in which 
fertility responses to selenium were observed. However the level 
of barrenness in control ewes was already very low. While dos
ing ewes prior to mating failed to confer sufficient protection 
against lamb mortality, treatment prior to lambing substantially 
reduced lamb deaths (Table 4 ) . Selenium can be conveniently 
and cheaply added to an anthelmintic where ewes are drenched 
prior to shifting on to lambing blocks. 

Dosing lambs with selenium at tailing (four weeks of age ) 
substantially reduced lamb mortality and increased weaning 
weights at 12 weeks of age. However the respon e was markedly 
influenced by whether ewes were previously treated prior to 
lambing (Table 5 ) . Greatest responses to selenium at tailing 
were obtained in lambs from ewes not dosed prior to lambing. 
Lamb survival and weaning weights were not substantially 
improved by dosing lambs with selenium at tailing if the ewes 
had been do ed prior to lambing. 

TABLE 5 

Effect of Dosing Ewes and Lambs with Selenium on Lamb 
Mortality and Weaning Weights 

LAMB MORTALITY* WEANING WEIGHT 
Control lambs Dosed lambs Control lambs Dosed lambs 

Ewe treatment % % Kg Kg 

Control 29.8 0 19.0 21.2 
elenium (mating) 

Selenium (mating 
34.4 2.1 18.9 21.3 

and lambing) 1.8 0 20.9 21.4 

* As a percentage of lambs born a live. 

It would appear that dosing ewes two weeks prior to lambing 
enables sufficient selenium transfer from the ewe to lamb during 
late pregnancy and lactation to protect the lamb until weaning, 
although this will be influenced by the severity of selenium 
deficiency. 

Earlier research conducted at Tara Hills (Scales, Lewis and 
Ludecke, 1968 ) has shown variable growth responses in weaned 
lambs dosed with selenium in January, March and May, 
although more consistent results were obtained when selenium 
was added to an anthelrnintic. 
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Merino ewes and lambs on boderdyke irrigated ryegrass and clover pas
tures. Failure to dose ewes prior to lambing increased lamb mortality 
substantially. Photo: G . H . Scales, transparency 

Summary 
( l ) Oral administration of 5 mg selenium three weeks prior to 

mating reduced barrenness in Merino ewes by approxi
mately 12 percent in three out of four trials. 

( 2) The response was consistenl for ewes of all livewcights and 
ages. 

(3 ) The application of selenium to the pasture via the fertilizer 
was nol as effective as oral dosing. 

( 4 ) Dosing ewes with 5 mg selenium two weeks prior to lamb
ing reduced lamb mortalit}' and improved weaning weights. 

Recommendation 
It is suggested that in selenium responsive areas, ewes should 

be orally dosed with 5 mg selenium before mating to improve 
fertility and again before lambing to reduce lamb mortality and 
improve weight gains. While little advantage accrued from dos
ing Jambs at tailing if the ewes had been treated prior to lamb
ing, it is nevertheless recommended if lhe selenium deficiency is 
known to be severe. 
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ATTITUDES TO OUTDOOR 
RECREATION 

Professor Arthur T. W ilcox. Head of the Depa rtment of 
Rec reation Resources, Colorado State Univers ity, in 

a discussion with J . Runga. 

Professor Coppock of Edinbt"gh Uniuersit-y in a similar inter
view said that in the United K ingdom the amount of land for 
all purposes was about one acre per head of population. M y 
estimate for the forty-eight contiguous States of America is eight 
acres per head, and for New Zealand twenty-two acres. So the 
opportunity for outdoor recreation is highest in New Zealand. 
How is the problem of providing land for outdoor recreatioti 
being approached? 

'Walking for pleasure now ranks first .. . . . Generally people do not know 
what wilderness is, but they are interested, and wilderness implies walkfog.' 
Bighorn Pass at the bead of Panther Creek. (A. T. WiJcox, transparency) 
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In my country there is an attempt to get a park acreage of one 
acre to ten people, but this ha little validity. For example you 
can get more picnickers in an oak tand, without deteriorating 
the environment, than you can in a ugar maple tand. So I 
dislike the connotation of people per acre, except perhap in a 
modified environment, like a bluegra lawn, where you can 
plan to handle so many people precisely. 

I understand that the Wes tern States have a large wilderness 
area relative to population and that Colorado is a good example. 
In some of these states and in large parts of the other Western 
States the wilderness areas could be as high as ten acres per 
person. 

They could be. This is why the concept of acreage per head i 
deceptive. A wilderness area has no relationship to a playground 
in terms of carrying capacity. One acre to ten people might 
mean something for a community of 50,000 where you are 
trying to provide daily use recreation but it is meaningle in thi 
regional sense. 

I believe that about ten percent of vacationers in America travel 
up to two thousand miles. This would mean for Colorado a 
very high visitation rate. 

There is from the Metropolitan areas. Two thousand miles 
would be Chicago to Yellow tone and back-Central United 
States to the Middle West. A lot of people make a kind of 
pilgrimage to the Rocky Mountains because these represent the 
epitomy of scenic enjoyment in America. 

This refiects the American attitude to distance too. 

I t' quite a different attitude to what it is here. It also differs 
in other parts of the United States. My scale of distance 
tripled when I moved from Western Michigan to Colorado. 
Within a year I thought nothing of going three times as far to 
do the same things. People in New England State where the 
towns are very close together think that forty miles travel is a 
great distance whereas in the Mid West they go eighty miles to 
accompli h the same thing, and in the Western States two 
hundred miles. 

A contributing factor is that driving for pleasure has the high
est rating of the recreational pursuits. 
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In fact that's been changed. Walking for pleasure now rank 
first. The reversal occurred in 1970 as a result of the tremendou 
interest in the out of doors which was stimulated by the Ken
nedy administration. Generally people do not know what wilder
ness is, but they are interested, and wilderness implies walking. 

Could we examine this. I've been trying to determine what moti
vates people to recreate. My present view is that it is a manifesta
tion of the hunting instinct. However some researchers say it 
is escape from the familiar environment or the bondage of a 
superficial life style. 

I think it is both. I hold with the hierarchical theory of multiple 
cau ation. This is simply that people put priorities on why they 
do things. Mere urvival is high priority, and survival implies 
the hunting theory. But there is more to it in the lower levels 
of causation, such as self-actuali ation, where there i the feel
ing of satisfaction that comes from identifying with omething 
well recognized by ociety as being good. Enjoying the out of 
doors in American society is part of our cultural standards, as 
it is in New Zealand. It is considered good socially, and whether 
you walk for a hundred yards or a hundred miles is unimportant, 
but it makes you feel part of the American team. 

You say there is an element of the will to survive. 

Right. This is the historical hold-over that is part of recreational 
heritage. You hunt, fi h, hike and camp because this i part of 
your heritage, and they test your ability to get along on your 
own which is the essence of urvival. 

Is there the feeling that .it is necessary for your wellbeing? 

No, you don't do this on that base, but rather that it identifies 
you with what is acceptable in society. Identifying with group 
aims. So long as you have a ociety that meets all of the primary 
need very well, as American society tends to do, then you put 
a higher priority on these other l er needs. If we drop to pri
mary existence, as we might in a depression, a lot of these 
priorities disappear which suggests they are not as.sociated with 
urvival per se, but with ocial identification.* 

Does this correlate with the concept that people of higher educa
tion participate more, as they are more aware of what is accept
able in society? 

• The philosophy is that man has three fundamental needs for his wellbeing. These 
are physical necessities. social interaction, and personal stimulation. Recreation 
satisfies these last two. 
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I think o. People with a higher education, a higher sen itivity 
to ociety will indulge in these things more, and to a higher 
level of expectation as well. It is a matter of identifying on an 
intellectual level as well as an intuitive level. 

I suppose the levels of participation among different income 
groups relates mainly to opportunity. 

Pretty much. In the American patterns of u e that we dis u ed 
it i the discretionary money that enables them to spend their 
time on 2 000 miles of travel. 

Different kinds of work offer different opportunities to par
ticipate. For instance in your country participation is highest 
among the unoccupied; followed by the professionals and tech
nical workers, then clerical and sales workers, then craftsmen and 
foremen, operatives and labourers, service workers, then man
agers, officials and proprietors; and those participating least are 
farm workers. Why do farm workers participate less? 

They are already outdoor in their pursuits and one of the main 
elements of recreation i change from everyday activity. 

Does this suggest that the American farm worker seeks his 
recreation in urban areas? 

Either that or a different kind of recreation. You will find a 
higher incidence of family activity in small communities. It is 
not necessarily going to the city but it is recreation that bring 
people together in big group -gregariou activity as opposed 
to the more olitary activity. 

New Z ealand farm workers do seek much of their recreation 
outdoors. It seems they generally have a high level of education 
and this sensitivity you mentioned. 

I did not expect this and I don't know how to analy e it satis
factorily but it eems to be part of the national heritage and 
what you ay is part of this phenomenon. They are a very mobile 
community and a high proportion of them have more di -
cretionary time than do American farm workers. 

Have you observed any other traits peculiar to N ew Zealanders? 

As I ve been interested in training programmes for national park 
management what has truck me most is the very strong preser
vationist attitude of park people throughout New Zealand, a 
very high value on this as oppo ed to recreational use, and thi 
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includes the smaller reserves as well. You could expect this in 
the national parks but not in the little reserves, in the city for 
example, where our tendency would be to develop these. 

Trail in the Everglades National Park, Florida. 
(A. T. Wilcox, transparency) 
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'We moved much more into recrea tion programming.' 
Above: Tincup campground, Colorado. 

Below: Jones Beach, Long Island, New York. 
(A. T. Wilcox, transparency) 

M uch of this preservationist altitude derives fro m the A nglo 
sentiment towards environment. 
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Vve have the same Anglo sentiments but here it tends to be 
towards a total preservationist approach of let nature take its 
course rather than a manipulation of nature. There is here the 
Anglo attitude towards city parks, with a heavy emphasis on hor
ticulture. In the United States much of our horticulture died out 
becau e of the depression and the high costs of labour after 
World War II with the result that our parks had a low point 
and began to come back with a different pattern of use, with 
horticulture subdued. This hasn' t happened here. Horticulture 
is still predominant whereas we moved much more into recrea
tion programming. Similarities existed some years ago between 
New Zealand and America and I see a parallel too with New 
Zealand and Canada. Canada did not change as much as we 
did. 

The other thing that has impressed me is the tremendous 
potential of these reserves of which there are a thousand. In the 
future they are going to be more valuable in the aggregate than 
the national parks because they are so many and so nicely 
located. 

Do you commend this preservationist attitude? 

At the moment. I commend it as a historical phenomenon which 
ought to be nurtured until land use planning can permit good 
scientific planning. But it is too much of a purist attitude in 
terms of people using land. However the time is not yet here to 
loosen this. It's coming. 

You can see some marrying of the preservationist patterns with 
use patterns. 

You are in a good position for scientific development in total 
land use patterns which we have not had in the United States. 
We've been caught in a crisis where we permitted development 
without adequate control, and now we're reverting back to a 
less developed situation whereas you still have a strong preserve 
identity to begin with. 

Would you give an example of where some further use of a 
reserve could be made. 

The reserves in the Rotorua area which are getting a tighter use 
pattern, but where site planning in a regional context is desir
able, considering the reserves as a total resource of the whole 
region instead of each independently. This could result in 
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patterns of u e quite elegant in providing the optimum public 
service, without having the same pattern everyplace. Fortunately 
these reserves haven't reached the point of development where 
any of them are ruined . 

What would your opin:on be on the future use of Lake Wai
karemoana, nearby? You will be aware that the lake is leased 
by the Maori owners to the Crown arid the Urewera National 
Park Board. 

Inevitably Waikaremoana will get the T ourist H otel Corpora
tion development as they already have the Lake H ouse there. 
This will be more conservative, more skilfully planned and more 
pleasant, because of present environmental impact control 
measures, than would have been the case ten years ago. But it 
would be a shame to open up W aikaremoana to general develop
ment all the way around which would be the temptation once the 
new T.H.C. development is completed. 

Would you define its use as wilderness use? 

No. I would define this as unjque natural area use. Access across 
water to different ,parts around the lake takes it out of the 
wilderness category. 

l s it desirable to have a flotilla on the lake as this implies? 

I thlnk it is desirable to use the lake for moderate recreation 
and to have points of access to get back into what we call thls 
wilderness. T his kind of accessibility will improve the use of the 
back country and cut down the wrong kind of use there. 

The lessors had in mind a low-key usage. 

This is what I have in mind. This takes it out of the wildernes.5 
definition and puts it into an extensive definition. Low-key is the 
right word. However we cannot be certain the T.H.C. proposals 
will be in accord with tills concept. 

Traditionally the lake has been sacred. 

One of the intriguing things with Waikaremoana is the fact it 
was as you say sacred ground. H ow do you extend to the public 
the concept of this sacredness and still have any recreation at 
all. Is this pos.<>ible? It ought to be possible and if it is then it 
adds great value to Waikaremoana in recreation and sympathetic 
meaning for the country. 

*United States definitions include high density reere..'\tion n.reea, general reerea.tion 
~s •• na~ural environment areas. unique naturaJ are.."ls, orimitive areas (w·ildernes.s), 
h 1stor1c sates. 
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Homage areas are not at all unique in other countries and the 
lake itself imparts its own aura . To go there to let off steam is 
not really in keeping with this aura, or with lake traditions. 

Can you do that with present New Zealand ociety? And with a 
body of water that ize? 

Its size is part of its mana. H ere is one case where the Anglo 
preservationist attitude would be most appropriate, with recrea
tion confined to the reflective fo rms. 

This would be wonderful but I look at Waikaremoana as being 
too big to permit you to uccessfully carry out this concept to 
any great degree. 

I recently observed a parallel, a telecast, where a group of 
Navaho Indians persuaded a judiciary to turn down a proposed 
suburban development of a mountain side, on account of the 
spiritual importance of that range to the Navaho. Their Priest 
customarily address certain gods who are said to reside in those 
mountains. Many of the court gallery were pleasantly surprised 
that the Indians were successful, but the outstanding feature of 
this event was a meeting of cultural values. W aikaremoana is 
such a place where different cultural values have something in 
common in attitudes to environment. 

I would hope that this would be po ible. 

Do you feel it is extravagant? 

I don' t think it is extravagant. I think it is impracticable to do 
uccessfully. On a maller lake and in a different locale you 

would not have the same problems. With W aikaremoana you 
have a combination of factors working against you. You have 
the urbanization influence of the dam which takes away some
thing of this aura of acredn for the wild. You have the 
present T.H.C. development which is to be expanded and which 
i going to detract from the environmental ituation you are 
trying to preserve. The essence of this sacredness is an environ
ment which is unassailable but there are little pieces of it taken 
away already, and to maintain a very high standard over the rest 
of the area would be extremely difficult as oppo ed to a smaller 
lake uch as W aikare-iti. You could control that very nicely. 
You could do a partially succes ful job. I have an idea that 
Waikaremoana may end up with a pattern where some of the 
arms are zoned for limited hor epower motorboats. I have a 
feeling that pressures of society are such that to apply this con
cept of sacredness to the lake overall would not be successful. 
This does not mean that it is not a good idea. 
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COMMERCIAL PELLETING 
OF CLOVER SEED 

Dr. W. L. Lowther 
lnvermay Agricultural Research Centre , Research D ivision, 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Mosgiel. 

The importan e of inoculation for clover establishment in 
many tussock grassland soils has been established (Lowther et al. 
1970 ) . Inoculation just prior to oversowing or using fresh com
mercially inoculated and pelleted eed was recommended. 

Since then advances have been made in pelleting techniques 
and the establishment of white clover seedlings. Production of 
clover dry matter in the first season has been markedly increa ed 
by pelleting the eed even where oversowing has been carried 
out within one day of inoculation (Lowther and McDonald 
1973). 

Commercial " Prillcote" inoculated and pelleted seed gave a 
higher establi hment than the commonly recommended tech
nique of pelleting with methyl cellulose adhesive and finely 
ground lime. Results from one trial are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Effect of inoculation and pelleting on establishment and dry matter 
production of white clover (Wanaka site ) 

Seed treatment Percentage healthy 
seedlings 

3 Plain 
Inoculated 
Inoculated 
"Pril lcote" 

+ lime pellet 
pellet 

33 
51 
72 

From Lowther a nd McDonald 1973 

Clover dry 
matter (kg / ha) 

58 
158 
286 
526 

The use of inoculated and pelleted seed i currently recom
mended. However, success from the use of commercially pelleted 
seed i dependent on the pellets being of a satisfactory standard 
at the time of oversowing. 

The present trials were designed to inve tigate the clover 
establishment from random samples of commercially pelleted 
seed after various lengths of storage. All commercially pelleted 
seed was " Prillcate", manufactured by Coated Seed Ltd Chri t
church. Samples of commercial pellet were taken by Ministry 
of Agriculture and Fisheries taff without prior notice. 
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In 1972, amples of commercial pellets were taken during the 
manufacturing pro es.s. In 1973, the majority of amples were 
taken from the factory but ome amples were al o taken from 
commercially pelleted eed upplied to runholders. 

The pelleted seed wa tared in an unheated room at Invermay 
until owing. 

The effectivenes.s of the commercial pellets wa ed by 
recording the percentage of healthy seedlings which established. 
R esults from the commercial pellets were compared with those 
from inoculated seed ( Rhizocote ) and from inoculated and lime 
pelleted seed (gum arabic adhesive ) prepared in the laboratory. 

Treatments were broadca t at two sites in 1972 (Berwick 
pH 4.6 el. 420 m; Tara Hill pH 5.5 el. 1070 m ) and three ites 
in 1973 (Berwick; Lammerlaw pH 4.9 el. 880 m; Coronet 
Peak pH 5.2 el. 760 m ) to give a range of tu ock gra land 
environments. A ba al dre ing of 350 kg/ ha molybdic uper
phosphate was applied to the ites prior to owing, and 
1250 kg/ha of lime wa applied to the Berwick site in 1972. 

Results ( 1972) 
Treatment effects on both ite were similar and hence the 

results have been combined in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Comparison of the effects of commercial pellets and laboratory inoculated 
and pelleted eed on white clover establishment-1972 

Seed treatment Storage perioclt % healthy 
(days) seed lings• 

Commercial pell et 1 8 68 
2 8 62 
3 26 51 
4 28 67 
5 49 34 

" 6 180 
Inoculated l 34 

+lime pellet 1 69 
*Mean of 2 sites 
tStorage period between manufaclure and sowing 

From the ~imited number of samples taken, it appears that 
the commercial pellets can be stored for at least 28 days. The 
four samples ?f commercial pellets between 8 and 28 day old 
~11 gave a higher percentage of healthy eedling than did 
moculated eed. 
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The Prlllcote treatmcor for legumes includes inoculation, peat coating, and 
rhe addition or dolomite/ phosphate. (Molybdenum on clien1 reques1 is 
applied constantly at 6.25 g odium molybdate per kg raw seed. ) Tibe 
illustration shows from leh, raw seed, pear·coated, fully coated seed . The 
seed to pelleted weight rat io is I : 1.75. Photo: E. R. Mangin 

With three sample , the percentage of healthy seedlings w a<; 
similar to that from seed inoculated and lime pelleted in the 
laboratory, however, the remaining sample ( 26 day storage) 
gave a lower percentage than lime pelleted seed. 

The percentage of healthy seedlings from commercial pellets 
torcd for 49 days was the same as that from inoculated seed 

but markedly lower than that from lime pelleted seed or com
mercial pelleted seed stored for 8 to 28 days. There were very 
few healthy seedlings from commercial pellets stored for 180 
day·. 

Alsike clover seed, raw and pelleted . Photo: E. R. Mangin 
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Results (1973) 
Results from the three it were irnilar and have been com

bined in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 
Comparison of the effects of commercial pellets and laboratory inoculated 

and pelleted seed on clover establishment-1973 

Seed trea tm ent 

WHITE CLOVER 
Commercial pellet 

" Inoculated 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6* 
7• 
8 
9 

10* 
11 
12 

+ lime pellet 

+" 
RED CLOVER 

Commercial pellet 

" Inoculated 
+ lime pellet 

A LSI KE 
Commercial pellet 
Inoculated 

+ lime pellet 
I Mean of 3 sites 
* amples from runholdcrs 

I 
2 

Storage period % healthy 
(days) eed li ngs1 

21 51 
22 52 
28 43 
28 43 
30 52 
35 53 
36 48 
46 52 
49 6 
55 30 
72 13 
81 JO 

l JO 
8 7 
l 55 
8 15 

37 45 
74 13 

I 4 
1 39 

21 42 
1 19 
1 58 

White Clover. The largest number of samples taken were of 
commercial white clover pellets and these included both amples 
taken at the factory and from runholders. 

A feature of the 1973 results wa the very low establishment 
from inoculated seed in the absence of pelleting. Thi result i 
typical of those obtained during the spring of 1973 (Lowther, 
unpublished result ) . Pelleting in the laboratory with lime, using 
gum arabic adhesive, markedly increased establi hment of seed 
own after 1 day storage but had no significant effect after 
torage for 8 days. 
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It was quite apparent from the results that commercial pellets 
cannot be stored for long periods. Establi hment after 72 or 81 
days storage was very low and even after 55 days storage, 
e tablishment was reduced when compared with pellets tored 
for 21-49 days. 

Over the 21 -49 day storage period there was no apparent 
effect of age of pellet on the establishment of clover. The per
centage of healthy seedlings ranged from 43-68, which was 
markedly higher than that from inoculated eed and in the same 
order as laboratory inoculated and pelleted seed. 

R ed Clover. Results from the commercial red clover pellet 
were similar to those from white clover. Commercial pellets gave 
a much higher establi hment than inoculated seed when sown 
within a reasonable time of manufacture ( 37 days) but gave 
low establishment after longer storage ( 74 days). Results from 
laboratory inoculated and lime pelleted seed were similar to 
commercial pellets stored for 3 7 days. 

Alsike Clover. Only one sample of commercial alsike clover 
pellets was sown. After 21 days storage, establishment from the 
commercial pellets was higher than that from inoculated seed 
but lower than that from laboratory inoculated and lime pelleted 
seed. 

Discussion 

The present results show the importance of effective pelleting 
techniques in increasing the establishment of oversown clover. 
The magnitude of the pelleting response varied over the two 
years. In 1972 the best of the pellets doubled the establishment 
of white clover compared with inoculated eed. In 1973 pellet
ing results were superior with up to a six-fold increase in white 
clover establishment compared with inoculated seed. The reason 
for the poor results from inoculated seed is not known. It is 
clear that pelleting can markedly increase establi hment when 
results from inoculated seed are unsatisfactory and even when 
results from inoculated seed are reasonable. 

The present results indicate that commercial pellets can be 
stored for considerable periods and still give good results when 
compared with inoculated seed. After 49 days in 1972 and 55 
days in 1973, the establishment from commercial pellets was 
reduced. 
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From the present results a storage of 4-6 weeks is suggested 
as the maximum period in which commercial pellets could be 
ensured to be effective. 

Storage for longer periods is likely to lead to establishment of 
oversown clover similar to or lower than that which could be 
obtained from inoculated seed. In suggesting any maximum 
storage period it must be remembered that the majority of 
present samples were stored under cool conditions. Storage con
ditions which are detrimental to rhizobia (e.g. heat) might con
siderably reduce the effective life of commercial pellets. Hence 
under practical conditions an attempt should be made to have 
commercial pellets oversown as soon as possible after manu
factw·e. 

The use of a lime pellet prepared with gum arabic as an 
adhesive appear.s to be a satisfactory alternative for runholders 
who are prepared to inoculate and pellet their own seed. With 
the inoculants available in 1973 lime pellets gave satisfactory 
results when sown within one day of inoculation; after storage 
for eight days establishment was the same as for inoculated-only 
seed. 
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NEW ZEALAND FALCON NESTS 
In Review No. 17, September 1969, Peter Child of Alexandra 

described the New Zealand Falcon or Sparrowhawk of the high 
country. It is an uncommon bird in comparison with the H arrier 
and its nests are generally in difficult places, often on cliff ledges 
with a commanding view. 

The New Zealand falcon is a true hunter <ind deserves proper 
understanding and conservation. Mr Nick Fox is now studying 
this bird in a Ph.D. programme at Zoology Department, Univer
sit)' of Canterbury. He would appreciate news of the location of 
nests or of the regular presence of the New Zealand falcon so 
that he can visit as many nests as possible during the breeding 
season. 

Readers could help by writing direct to Mr N. C. Fox, Zoology 
Department, University of Canterbury, Christchurch. 
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Monks bearing St. Cuthbert's coffin whilst seeking a burial place at a 
place now known as Durham were di rected there by a milkmaid. This 
sculpture in the wall of Durham Cathedral commemorates the occasion. 

BEEF BREEDING IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM 

Story and photographs by 
1973 Nuffield Foundation Travelling Scholar 

Bernard Pinney, 
Dunrobin Stat ion , 

Mossburn. 

Various accidents of history and geography gave Britain its 
early lead and influence in world cattle breeding. A wide variety 
of different breeds have been established there for centuries. As 
the industrial revolution got under way the essentially rural 
community began a drift to the towns which is still occurring to
day. T hese people needed feeding, and farming grew from simple 
family and communal effort to the complicated specialised opera
tions of today. As industry became mechanised and the physical 
demands were reduced the community's food requirements have 
altered. For them the farmers need to prodLice a leaner meat. 

This article was written be£01·e the current t-e.cession in the beef cattle industry. 
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The industrial revolution brought a need for raw materials 
which Britain did not possess, and food which Britain was unable 
to produce. Many enterprising colonists went to temperate clim
ates and took along a few cattle with them. The obvious ones to 
take were the ones near their port of departure. From these 
beginnings the cattle were multiplied into the great herds of 
North and South America, South Africa, Australia and New 
Zealand, or wherever else the British settled. Until recently the 
source for their seed stock was the U.K. The European farms 
took longer to mechanise and as a result clung on to the draught 
breeds and bred them for strength and muscling. By accident 
rather than design they have bred cattle that now interest the 
world. This interest has been largely created by slick merchan
dising combined with strong co-operative breeding and market
ing operations, which are not nearly such a feature of their 
counterparts outside Europe. 

It is a myth to believe that Britain leads the world in cattle 
breeding today. However it would be foolish to dismiss their 
efforts outright. Few countries have grasped the value of cross
breeding as well as have the British. They pioneered artificial 
breeding, and recently pioneered ova transplants. They look as if 
they will pioneer twinning of cattle, and the deep freezing of 
viable eggs. As with many other British discoveries it may be that 
the world adopts them faster than they do themselves. 

Dairy Beef 

By far the greatest proportion of home produced beef in the 
UK comes from their dairy herds which are monopolised by the 
Friesians. It is a breed which is highly suited to beef production 
due to its fast growth and late maturity which precludes it from 
laying down wasteful fat as a young animal. There is a strong 
market for calves from these dairies, and some highly organised 
calf collecting schemes. They are sent to a host of calf rearing 
units with a wide range of facilities and management. Some have 
airconditioning, many have automatic feeders, and others run 
around in the yard. Those with a thorough approach are very 
health conscious and this is reflected in their low mortality rates. 
I was surprised not to find more multiple suckling as is practised 
in New Zealand. Many housed calves are given routine doses of 
Dyktol which is an effective preventative against "husk" as they 
call lungworm. It is a drench which has to be used immediately 
after manufacture. Nilverm is regarded as a cure after infection. 
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Warren Farm. The Milk Marketing Board use these facilities and nearby 
land for progeny testing bed bulls. This year the offspring of six intakes 
of Charolais, Simmental, South Devon. and Hereford sires will be tested . 
Tests arc a!med a1 iden1ifying bulls from the 1op thirty percent. 

The general experience is that it pays to keep c:ilves off grass 
until they reach 180 kg. This rearing operation makes them quiet 
and u ed to later housing when being "finished'' a word one man 
preferred to "fattened". H is feed rations give an idea of how beef 
cattle are fed. His calves cost £50, grow at .67 kg to .78 kg a 
day on a diet of hay, barley, protein supplement and two-thirds 
of them leave the calf sheds at 225 kg. They then go on to ad 
lib silage and use 5 tonne per head or l tonne a month plus 
3.6 kg of concentrates a day. He feeds them urea till they reach 
332 kg li\'eweight. He also uses " Feedmobilcs'' exten h·ely. These 
machines mix -

352 kg barley 
151 kg barley straw 

7 5 kg molasses 
25 kg protein supplement (urea based) . 

This is put through a 9.3 mm screen. H e tressed the need for 
adaptability. Thus his cattle in a drought would go on to an ad 
lib ration in which case "bloatguard" would be added. One man 
and a boy feed 540 cattle. Unlike most of his neighbours who put 
a match into theirs, he bales and uses 100,000 bales of straw. 
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Dairy beef. Hereford-Friesian cross steers housed for the winter in a typi· 
cal English farmyard. The advantages of this cross are rapid jlrowth rate, 
reasonable size, lean meat , and when suckled or fed milk or milk products 
there is the advantage of the dam's milking abil ity. 

Beef Sucklers 
T hese are what we know as beef breeding cows. The high 

price of beef has caused many farmers to set up beef suckler 
herds in the last few years. They use the many breeds available 
to them. Many feel that the ideal is a c~bred cow, which more 
often than not is the Friesian Hereford, bred from the dairy herd. 
The further North one goes, one secs more cr0&5es of the tradi
tional beef breeds, and le<>S dairy bred beef. Each difTerent region 
has its fads. T hus one finds South Devon in the West country, 
but not around Newcac;tle where the Charolais have a stronghold. 
Lincoln Reds are in Lincolnshire, and the blue grers in the north 
of England and the outh of Scotland. The high cost of breeding 
stock and wintering means that the more cost conscious far111c1 
are often reluctant to switch to suckler herds at present. The 
peaty nature of much of the hill country and the long winters pro
hibit many from rearing cattle. A new factor has arisen in the 
high cost of both locally produced and imported feedstuffs. This 
high cost of production which they are used to in the UK, 
emphasised to me how important it is to keep our own costs 
of production as low a.; possible, and our rearing as simple as we 
can. As soon as a system becomes complicated it becomes very 
difficult to impliiy at a la ter date. 
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Hereford bulls being judged prior to sale. The small type predominant 
in the Brit ish Hereford probably suit the Friesian dairy-beer herds more 
than they would our New Zealand bill country beer herds. 

Cross Breeding 
With the exception of the Friesian there are few straight bred 

commercial herds as we are used to seeing in New Zealand, and 
the same could be said for sheep breeds too, as well as pigs, 
poultry, and even some of the newly set up trout farms. They 
fully appreciate the benefits of controlled crossbreeding to make 
the fullest use of hybrid vigour. 

Pure Breeding 
Pure breeding in Britain is almost solely confined to the stud 

breeders who are the source of cros.5ing sires for the commercial 
man. These men are usually closely connected to the breed socie
ties whose progress is not keeping up with the times. In the 
past they have allowed themselves to become preoccupied with 
early maturity. They have been too slow in appreciating the value 
of artificial breeding. They have allowed personality cult5 to grow 
to the stage where each of the three main beef breeds in the years 
since the war virtually became over influenced by one breeder, 
from whose herd stud sires went all over the world. I t is doubtful 
if any herd, however good, can produce more than a small per
centage of top animals in any one year. They also did not apprec
iate that these top animals must rema in in one's own country if 
a breed is to be improved. One is left with the distinct impression 
that the breed societies have been much more concerned with the 
welfare of their members than the welfare of their breed. Their 
publications are full of sale reports and averages but short on any 
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performance information about the breeding merit of their lead
ing sires and females. Applied population genetics as practised 
so effectively in the pig and poultry industries has hardly been 
considered in the beef world in Britain. They could learn much 
from New Zealand by having a good look at the long term group 
breeding schemes which have started in the last few years. They 
should go back around the world and bring back the top genes 
they sold so profitably in the past. 

Exotic Beef Breeds 

The interest in these breeds in BriLain has been slower starting 
than elsewhere, but is now on the increase. These large late 
maturing European cattle grow at faster rates than the smaller 
British breeds. It is important to analyse their merit once all 
their promotion is stripped away. The consensus of opinion of 
the many experienced cattle men and scientists I asked was that 
there may be a marginal advantage in using these breeds in situa• 
tions where they are fed really well. The question rcsolvcs down 
to which breed produces the most meat from the minimum feed. 
It appears that for animals on the same food and with compar
able rearing there is negligible difference between com·ersion 
efficiencies of food to muscle protein. This applies in a wide 
range of animals including sheep, deer, and cattle. The difference 
comes when one compares their ability or inability to lay down 
fat. The so called exotic breeds being generally later maturing, 
Jay down fat later than the British breeds. 

On farm recording work done by the M.L.C. indications are 
that all breeds rank in the same order for performance no matter 
what the beef system employed. Thus the Charolais tops the list 
on intensive cereal systems, semi intensive grazing S). terns or 
fattening units using roughage and concentrates. This means that 
genetic potential for growth is cxprcs.scd under a variety of con
ditions. 

One :;huulc.l µcrhaps qualify this by saying that if management 
is particularly poor, then European breeds would probably react 
differently to the native British breeds. The early maturing breeds 
such as the H ereford would be able to overcome a set back and 
still reach maturity at a light weight. The European breeds, and 
indeed the late maturing British breeds like the South Devon and 
Friesian, will not overcome such set backs so readily. They would 
make growth without putting on flesh and this means that they 
would need to be slaughtered at a greater weight and at a great
er age. 
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It is important to appreciate the value of fat a a reserve or 
buffer against tress feeding conditions uch as are found in our 
hard hill country where the winters are long and the feed is of 
low quality. It would be unwise to forsake the British breeds in 
this ituation. Any modification of breeding requires modifica
tion of the management, and on hill country in particular it 
would demand improvement of the feeding. 

As far as the breeding of the purebred exotics go in Britain a 
somewhat farcical situation has developed. One could call it 
"Breeding by Ballot". The profits made from the selling of the 
Charolais attracted many people into the breeding world. Many 
of these men can hardly tell the difference between a racehorse 
and a donkey. They pay their subscription to the new breed 
society and apply for animals coming out of quarantine. As soon 
as the offspring are old enough they are sold and shipped over
seas. The only animals being left behind are those that do not 
pass their veterinary tests or are just plain inferior specimens. 
Is this the way to breed animals? Surely a good breeding female, 
like a good wife, should be kept at home. There is a real danger 
that these new breeds will head exactly the same way as the Brit
ish breeds, unless the leading breeders see to it that the best are 
kept. 

I made time to go and see how the breeding and marketing of 
two European breeds i being approached, one in France and 
the other in Germany. 

Limousin 

Limoges is on the same latitude as Dunedin, in the Haute 
Vienne province of France; it is in the centre of the Limousin 
country. The region is as close to the New Zealand type of gently 
rolling hill country :i.s one could find anywhere in Europe. The 
muscular Limousin cattle are single suckled and not u ed for 
dairying. The breed has always been carcase oriented and has 
been doing well in livestock shows in France back to 1857. 
Recently the breed society has instituted compulsory performance 
control and has strengthened its organi ation in an interesting 
manner. In 195 7 a group of breeders, who were in despair about 
the future of their breed and the prices they were receiving, got 
their heads together and set themselves a period of ten years to 
straighten things out. A group of 28 members, now running some 
2,000 Limousins, started taking account of performance figures 
and meat yield. They set about promoting the breed. One man 
sent a small shipment to the Argentine which attracted attention 
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Limousin bull, FANTASTIQUE aged three years; Henley Manor, Somer
set. Experiments at this r.c.r. research farm compare 1he Limousin with 
the South Devon. The Limousin bas potential as a lerminal sire. 

after a time. The group concentrates on marketing and sends its 
leader round the world for nine months in a year promoting the 
breed and their interests. There are another nine groups all larger 
than this one and these are now linked to a larger organisation 
called COFRANIMEX which also markets sheep and pigs. 

Louis de Neuville is the man who set this all in motion. He 
believes strongly in a close connection between breeders and their 
breed, and that neither can get anywhere without the other. He 
is sure that a group must not be too large or it becomes too im~ 
personal. I t must be small enough for the meekest member to get 
up and air his views and problems without discomfort. The 
group must be profit oriented or it loses interest in the job at 
hand. I t must not go too fast. As he puts it: "Dogs hunting have 
to smell one another, learn who is nice, who is fast, who is slow". 
The members must be compatible. H e feels it is important for 
these small groups to co-operate with other similar groups. Appar
ently this co-operative approach is one of the features of French 
farming. H e also had interesting views on manpower in farming. 
In their sheep breeding schemes there is a shortage of skilled 
shepherds, with 142 men looking after 60,000 sheep. In the 
Limousin region, 63 percent of the farmers are over 58 years old, 
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Simmental bull, SCOTTISH NEFF, four years three months, weigh ing 
1128 kg, wither height 158 cm. The Scottish Milk Marketing Board use 
wither height to indicate size. Near Perth they have one of the world's 
finest selection or bulls. 

and there are very few young men coming into the industry. 
Simultaneously there is growing disenchantment with life in the 
towns. He thinks there should be much more effort mad·e to em
ploy women in agriculture, that more use could be made of their 
motherly qualities in helping to look after animals. H e comment
ed that the absence of women in a farming area is one of the 
main reasons that young men do not wish to stay. H is comments 
are almost as relevant to the New Zealander as to the French-· 
man, and those involved in regional development could do well 
to consider them. 

In the various herds we saw, the calves were getting a ration 
of concentrates by creep feeding. This breeding group is now 
dedicated to the radical idea, for Europe, of keeping t heir animals 
outdoors all the year. One mob of calves, not kept for breeding 
last se::lSon, was sold at 350 kg and a record 11 francs/ kg live
weight or N.Z. $2.00 approximately. This year it was back to 7 
francs/ kg. Many such calves go down to the feed lots in I taly for 
finishing. 

Another herd was weighing their calves at the 100 day point. 
These were doing very well and averaged 228 kg ( 503 lb). The 
Limousin is a fine boned animal with excellent muscling, and 
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intermediate in size between the Simmental and Hereford. It 
hould be coru idered seriously ac; a terminal sire. IL does not 

colour mark as well as some other breeds. In other parts of the 
world I detected les.s interest in it as a breed than the Charolais 
or the Simmental. I ts temperament is not really as placid as the 
"immental. 

Sim mental 

Immense interest is being taken in this breed all over the world. 
In the same way as with the Limousin this has been largely 
brought about by "merchandising", and that done by the Ger
mans would be the most extensive. However it is easier to "mer
chandise" a product that has useful qualities than one that has 
not. This breed has size, milk, and temperament. \ \" e visited 
Bavaria to get an idea of what was happening. The operation 
there is masterminded by a powerful organisation called IM£X. 
In 1949 all the breed societies, dealers and agents said they want
ed a company to handle livestock exports, most of which have 
been cattle over the years. 

In 1955 the}' exported 1,035 cattle to 10 countries 
" 1965 " " 2,048 ,, " 19 ,, 
,, 1972 " ,, 22,492 ,, ,, 36 ,, 

Since 1952 they have only been handJing animals with a four 
generation pedigree. At present Fricsians account for the greatest 
number, the Simmental ( Fleckvich ) ne,xt, then the Brown Swiss. 
IMEX has a small board, a staff of 35, and no Government inter
ference. In 1972 they had a turnover of Dm 60 million, and this 
year they estimate it will be Dm 90 million. 

It pays to be organised. 
If a foreigner wishes to buy German cattle he coutacts the 

Foreign Bureau which delegates the job to IMEX. Having found 
out the specifications and approximate price range the buyer 
requires, IMEX then contacts the breed society which elects a 
number of animals fitting these requirements, then quotes full 
costs and arranges shipping etc. The breed society deducts from 
the farmer 4 to 5 percent of the price. Showing of cattle in 
Bavaria is nearly finished. Of the 4,500,000 Flcckvieh there are 
270,000 registered, and all information about their individual 
breeding and their production records are kept under the same 
roof. For progeny tests they use 30 - 40 daughters. Finding a high 
correlation between the 100 days weight of milk and the 365 
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day yield, they confine their testing to three visits over the 100 
day. 

They use IBM systems for their excellent recording. No cards 
get punched. In tead they use magnetic pencil which saves hav
ing mistakes made by the girls processing the record . Five per
cent of the matings are planned and selected by computer. For 
these the farmer obtains monthly reports and guarantees when 
the cattle are auctioned. 

One farm, large for the region we visited, and which works in 
closely with these breeding programmes gave some idea of local 
farming: 

75 ha ( 185 ac ) growing sugar beet, swedes, maize for silage, 
wheat barley, and 33 ha ( 82 ac) zerograzed pasture. 35 cows 
and 35 - 40 followers. Milking and feeding takes four hours a 
day. The farmer gets between 3000 Dm and 5000 Dm for his 
Simmental heifers sold, and 6000 Dm -• 7000 Dm for any bulls 
that may go to an A.I. station. The cows were yielding 5300 kg 
of milk a head ( 11,684 lb) . The average sized farm for the area 
is only around 25 ha ( 62 ac) and runs about 10 milking cows. 

Superficially this may appear to be a much more difficult 
situation in which to conduct a progressive breeding programme 
than in Britain, but the pliable German farmers do what they 
are told which means that an effective large scale breeding pro
gramme can be implemented. No bulls appear to be castrated 
and all are reared for veal, or to laughter at 18 months. 

Because of their co-ordinated breeding programmes, centralis
ed marketing, and intensive worldwide promotion, the Sim
mental breed has quickly made a mark on the world and many 
for its breeder . I consider it has a great future in Australasia. 

Artificial Breeding 

The following figures give an idea what different breeds are 
being used through the Milk Marketing Board (MMB) and 
Scottish Milk Marketing Board ( SMMB ) . 

Of the 1972/73 dairy breed inseminations with the M.M.B. 
the break down is: Friesian 1,069,396 (89.1 % ), Guernsey 
41,285 (3.4%) , Jersey 37,632 (3.1 % ), Ayr hire 30,809 
(2 .6%) , Other Breeds 21,716 (l.8 % ). Total dairy insemina
tions were 1,200,838 or 63.6 percent and total beef insemina
tions 687,648 or 36.4 percent. 
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BEEF INSEMINATIONS BY THE MMB BY THE SMMB 

Breed 1971/2 % 1972/3 % May/June/July 
Hereford 4 18,678 60.9 36 1,7 14 53.0 3,721 
Charolais 101,360 14.7 112,170 16.4 2,711 
Aberdeen Angus 104,935 15.3 101 ,965 14.9 2,720 
Sirnmental 24,634 3.6 45,915 6.7 4,543 
Devon 19,560 2.8 17,5 18 2.6 
Limousin 11,402 I. 7 
Welsh Black 9,865 1.4 27 
South Devon 5,337 .8 7,316 1.1 30 
Sussex 5,503 .8 5,837 .9 28 
Other breeds 7,641 I. I 9,098 1.3 3 
Beef Shorthorn 1,146 
Dairy Shorthorn 142 
Maine Anjou 100 
Blonde D 'Aquitaine 57 
Chianina 200 
Galloway 141 
Belted Galloway 50 
Highland 27 
Lincoln R ed 35 
Luing 41 
North Devon 101 
Gelbvieh II 

687,648 682,800 15,834 

Comments: 
1. Note the dominance of the H ereford b reed in the MMB figures. Alsc that its share 
of the total is being eroded by the exotics. 
2. From the MMB figures there were 169,487 insemina tions (24.6% ) done with the 
exotic breeds, whereas from the SMMB figures there were 7i622 inseminations or 48.1% 
done with the exotic breeds. One wonders whether the large proportional difference is 
because the Scots are more conscious of beef production t ha n t he English or Welsh, or 
equally probable it could be because the Scottish Milk Marke ting Board has been more 
aggressive in switching to the exotics. 
3. The figures show the rela tive popularity of the breeds clearly, though jt must be 
poi nted out that a few of the European breeds have only just arrived. 
4. These are insem ination figures. One must take into account the large number of 
natu ral matings made. 
5. The number of inseminations made in beef suckler herds would be small. 
6. There is no doubt that the Charolais and the Simmental are there to stay and will 
hold a larger part of the market. 

Technically the insemination methods used appear to be iden
tical to those in New Zealand with the main difference being that 
there is no fresh semen service and all used is deep frozen. There 
is some interest in the mini straw which some claim gives a 
marginally higher conception rate because of the quicker freez
ing and therefore lower sperm loss. 

Ova Transplants 
This field is possibly the most exciting development in British 

animal breeding today. At the Unit of Reproductive Physiology 
and Biochemistry at Cambridge is a team of brilliant scientists. 
The implications of their work have been and are enormous. It 
was here that artificial breeding was pioneered. They are now 
concentrating on ova transplants. Being injected with prosta-
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Steers helping themselves to liquid urea 'Promax'. The small box is filled 
regularly wilh the liquid and the animals lick the Ooating ball as shown. 

glandin, recipient cows can be induced to cycle when required. 
Other cows are "superovulated" so they produce anything up to 
26 eggs at a time. These are then surgically transplanted into the 
recipient cows. The whole operation is expensive and highly 
technical. The timing is critical. For example they are getting 
the following success rates: 

With exact synchronisation of females a 90 percent success 
rate, plus or minus one day, 57 percent success rate, plus or 
minus two days, 40 percent success rate. 

These are for surgically operated transplants. The three main 
problems are, to find a way to effect non surgical transfers, the 
availability of eggs and cows, the freezing of eggs. 

There are considerable problems from infection when one 
attempts non surgical egg recovery. 

It appears that the most probable source of eggs would be at 
the abattoir where they would be extracted, fertilised in vitro, 
and deep frozen. They have not been very successful in freezing 
cattle ova. However with mouse eggs between the one and eight 
cells stage they have achieved 75 - 90 percent survival after thaw-
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ing. With sheep they have achieved one in ten urvival. When or 
if the techniques can be mastered, it will be possible to produce 
calves of any breeding from the recipient cows. 

There will be the possibility of producing twins from cows, 
which would be an effective way of producing many more beef 
animals than at present. This will raise a problem with the mixeJ 
twin females, 95 percent of which will be freemartin . These can 
be blood typed to determine whether they are or not. Another 
problem which will need careful thought is whether the cows, 
which are required to produce twins to order, will be physically 
capable of doing so. It may demand a modified breed. 

One interesting possible use of ova transplants is in the pro
geny testing of bulls. Say one was testing four bulls, it would be 
feasible to mix their semen, use the mixture to fertilise a super
ovulated cow and transplant the eggs into several recipient cows. 
Their offspring would be of near identical age, and have a com
mon dam. They could be bloodtyped to determine which sire 
they were by. In this way fewer animals could be used for the 
progeny tests. Mr Row on, the leader of the unit, recommended 
to me that this should be the line along which New Zealand 
should apply ova transplants for a start. 

Another application of their work is in the heat ynchronisa
tion of breeding cows by the use of prostaglandin or its slightly 
modified analogues. If one is aiming at getting 50 on heat a day, 
one would inject about 60 with the drug. Overdosing will not 
hurt. The injection should be intramuscular in the hindquarters. 
Out of the injected 60, some 50 would come on heat within two 
or three days, as long as the cows have a corpus luteum in the 
ovary. Ten days later one reinjects those cows that did not come 
on heat. These are the ones that were either on heat, or just get
ting over it, when the first injection was made. 

This system is excellent too for sheep, taking two and a half 
days. Horses can show slight side effects when prostaglandin is 
used to bring mares into season. They should be inseminated with 
raw undiluted semen to obtain good results. 

Their work has shown that frozen semen does not last as long 
in the reproductive tract as fresh semen. They therefore com
mented that superovulated cows should receive two insemina
tions if using frozen semen. Fresh emen is preferable. 

In conclusion it is important to understand the difference 
between these two main techniques: 
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Superovulation with pregnant mare serum (PMS) is for 
stimulating a female to produce a number of eggs which may be 
used by the scientists or speculators for transpl:mts. 

Prostaglandin is for heat synchronisation. The drug has been 
tried and proved to be practical for commercial use. O ne of the 
main delays at present is because the manufacturing companies 
are trying to establish their patents. If or when the drug reaches 
the market it could mean that an A.I. programme could be done 
in a fraction of the time taken at present. It may mean that a 
much greater number of teaser bulls will be needed. This does 
not automatically mean that it will be economic to do so. 

High Country Production Surveys 
Indices to su rveys completed 

1971/72 Review 26, 1973, p. 68-100. 
1. Number of Properties in Survey, and 

Area. 
2. Sheep Numbers by Breed. 
3. Sheep Numbers by Classes. 
4. Ewes to Ram and Lambing Percentage. 
5. Sheep Sold. 
6. Sheep Bought. 
7. Wool Sold. 
8. Cattle Numbers by Breed. 
9. Cattle Numbers by Classes. 

10. Calving Percentage-on Cows Kept in 
Herd, 1971. 

11. Cattle Sold. 
12. Catt le Bought. 
13. Sheep and Stock Units Per Unit Area; 

Sheep/Cattle Ratios. 
14. Frequency of Sheep Drenching. 
15. Frequency of Cattle Drenching. 
16a. Labour. Stock Units Handled per Man. 
16b. Labour Division, Percentages. 
17a. Area of Fodder Grown and Percentage 

of Supplementary Feed Area. 
17b. Yield of Fodder. 
18. Area of Forage and Root Crops Grown 

and Percentage of Supplementary 
Feed Area . 

19. Area of Grain Crops Grown and Per
centage of Supplementary Feed Area. 

20. Number of Properties Supplementary 
Feeding Sheep. 

21. Pasture Establishment and Toodressing 
-Area, and Percentage of Total lm
oroved Area. 

22. Irrigation. 
23. T ntal Cover. 
1972173 Review 28, 1974, p. 31-69. 
la. Area and Number of Properties in 

Survey. 
lb. Area Grazed and Percentage of Total 

Area. 
2. Sheep Numbers by Breed. 
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3. Sheep Numbers by Classes. 
4a. Ewes to Ram and Lambing Percentage. 
4b. Ewes to Ram and Lambing Percentage 

Averaged. 
5. Sheep Sold. 
6. Sheep Bought. 
7. Wool Sold. 
8. Cattle Numbers by Breed. 
9. Cattle Numbers by Classes. 

lOa. Calving Percentage on Cows Kept in 
Herd. 

lOb. Calving Percentage Averaged. 
11. Cattle Sold. 
12. Cattle Bought. 
13. Sheep and Stock Units Per Unit Area; 

Sheep/ Cattle Ratios. 
14. Frequency of Sheep Drenching. 
15. Frequency of Cattle Drenching. 
16. Frequency of Cow and Heifer Drench

ing and Mineral Supplementation. 
17a. Area of Fodder Crops and Percentage 

of Crop Area. 
17b. Yield of Fodder. 
17c. New Lucerne and Total Lucerne Area. 
17d. Area of Forage Crops and Percentage 

of Crop Area. 
17e. Area of Root Crops and Percentage of 

Croo Area. 
17f. Area of Grain Crops and Percentage 

nf Crop Area . 
17g. Total Area of Crops. 
18. Number of Properties which Fed Sup

olements to Sheep. 
19a. Pasture Improvement (Area and Per-

centage of Improved Pasture). 
19b. Total Area of Improved Pasture. 
19c. Total Cover. 
20a. Fertiliser: Maintenance Topdressing 

(Area and Percentage of Improved 
Pasture). 

20b. Fertiliser: Application on New Crops 
and Pasture. 



CHANGES IN HIGH-COUNTRY 
PASTORAL PRODUCTION IN 

RECENT YEARS 
J. G. Hughes 

Tussock Grasslands and Mounta in Lands Institute. 

Introduction 

The Institute surveyed high-country run production for the 
seasons 1965 / 66 and 1966/ 67 and, after a 5 year interval, for 
the seasons 1971 / 72 and 1972/ 73. This report presents the 
changes in stock numbers and production which took place over 
the interval. 

For each characteristic studied, a mean value was calculated 
for data from the first set of two seasons ( 1965/ 66; 1966/ 67 ) . 
This was then compared with the mean value for the second set 
of seasons ( 1971 / 72; 1972/ 73 ) . Using average values for paired 
seasons helps to reduce the fluctuation in single-season data 
caused by, for instance, changes in rainfall and hence feed 
supply, or in torms at lambing or calving. 

Classification of Properties 

R eaders should refer to pages 31 -32 of the article "High 
Country Production Survey 1972/73" in R eview No. 28 for a 
description of how the runs were classified into groups. The 
same grouping has been used for this report. 
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TABLE 1 

Number of Properties in Survey and Area 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Otago Otago Ota go Southland 
Mois t Mois t Wet Dry Mois t Wet Moist All Runs 

umber of Properties 22 43 36 45 84 36 17 283 

Total Area (ha) 456959 366776 680714 338202 528049 546378 17868 1 3095759 

Average Arca (ha) 20770 8529 18908 75 15 6286 15 177 10510 10939 

' 

COMMENT, TABLE 1: Data from 283 properties is included in this report. T hese properties were in
cluded in both the 1965/66, 66/67 and 1971 / 72, 72/ 73 series of surveys. More properties have been taken 
into the second series but these have been of course excluded from this repor t because ma tching figures 
were not available from the first two paired years. 

The area given is the whole occupied area of properties. It should not be confused with grazed area used 
as the basis for some calculations in the report of the 1972/73 survey published in Review 28. 



TABLE 2 

Sheep Numbers by Breed (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 
-

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury 
Mois t Moist Wet 

--------- -
* ** 

% tot. Chge % tot. Chge % tot. Chge 
----------

Merino 1965/67 64 37 57 
1971 / 73 79 + 15 38 + I 65 + 8 

Romney x Merino 
t bd 1965/67 0 30 3 

1971 /73 
Eng. Leic. x Merino 

8 + 8 26 - 4 < l - 3 

t bd 1965/67 13 12 26 
1971 / 73 5 - 8 20 + 8 23 -3 

Border Leicester x 
Merino t bd 1965/67 0 6 1 

1971/73 <I 0 2 -4 2 + 1 
Lincoln x Mer. t bd 1965/67 22 0 4 

1971/73 5 -17 1 +1 <l -3 
Corriedale 1965/67 0 9 4 

1971 /73 <l 0 8 - 1 9 + s 
Romney 1965/67 0 6 0 

1971/73 2 +2 4 -2 <l 0 
Perendale 1965/67 0 0 0 

1971 /73 0 - 0 - 0 -
Romney x Corriedale 1965/67 0 0 4 

1971 /73 0 - 0 - 0 - 4 
Border Leicester x 

Romney 1965/67 0 < l < l 
197 1/ 73 0 - 0 0 0 - I 

Other 1965/67 < I 0 0 
1971/73 <l 0 

Total and 
<l + 1 <I 0 

percentage change 1965/67 96149 248215 252355 
1971/ 73 95691 -< I 285 199 + 15 252308 +<I 

* "% tot." is percentage of total sheep numbers for region. 
** "Chge" is percentage change in breed. 

Otago 
Dry 

-----

% tot. Chge 
-----

65 
63 -2 

17 
15 -2 

0 
1 + 1 

0 
2 +2 
5 
6 +1 

13 
10 -3 
0 
2 +2 
0 
0 -
0 
0 -
0 
0 -
0 
1 + 1 

227150 
272959 + 20 

Otago Ota go Southland 
Mois t Wet Moist All Runs 

--------- - -----------

% tot. Chge % tot. Chge % tot. Chge Head % tot. 
---------------------

37 36 0 665967 43 
46 + 9 52 + 16 < l 0 833783 49 

36 39 79 455526 29 
35 - 1 31 - 8 72 ~7 452608 26 

2 0 0 117152 7 
l - 1 2 +2 0 - 133411 8 

2 0 0 25880 I 
3 + 1 0 - 0 - 25107 I 
6 11 3 93368 6 
4 -2 0 - 11 3 0 48362 3 
9 9 0 117943 8 
8 - 1 2 -7 < l + 1 117614 7 
4 4 18 62317 4 

< I - 4 5 + 1 22 + 4 62208 4 
3 1 0 13938 < l 
2 - 1 4 +3 2 +2 21540 I 

<l 0 0 11878 < l 
< I 0 0 - 0 - 480 < l 

0 0 0 1200 < l 
0 - 3 +3 0 - 5950 < I 
0 0 0 920 < I 

< I 0 < l + 1 < I 0 8226 < I 

407077 199259 135843 1566088 1566088 
460722 + 13 192929 -3 14948 1 + 10 1709289 1709289 

---

Chge 
--

+6 

-3 

+ I 

0 

-3 

- 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+9 



TABLE 3 
Sheep Numbers by Classes (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Ota go Ota go Ota go Southland 
Mois t Moist Wet Dry Mois t Wet Mois t All Runs 

---------------------------- - - ------
• ** 

% lot. Chge % tot. Chge % tot. Chge % tot. Chge % tot. Chge % tot. Chge % tot. Chge Head % tot. 
---------------- - - ------------------

Flock ewes 1965/67 38 47 40 47 41 41 5 1 680362 44 
4 1 +3 5 1 + 4 4 1 + I 52 +5 49 + 8 45 + 4 53 82 1906 48 1971 / 73 + 2 

Dry 2T ewes 1965/67 6 5 6 5 3 3 < I 6431 3 4 
I 971 /73 6 0 4 - I 6 0 4 - 1 1 - 2 2 - 1 I +1 56333 3 

Hogge ts 1965/67 21 22 20 2 1 19 18 23 315440 20 
197 1/73 19 -2 22 0 20 0 19 - 2 19 0 20 + 2 22 - 1 338771 20 

Flock wethcrs 1965/67 34 24 33 26 36 37 24 4861 68 3 1 
1971/ 73 33 - 1 21 -3 32 - 1 23 -3 30 - 6 32 - 5 23 -1 467447 27 

R ams 1965/67 1 2 1 I I 1 1 19805 I 
197 1/ 73 I 0 2 0 I 0 2 + I 1 0 I 0 1 0 24832 2 

Total and percentage 
change 1965/67 96 149 2482 15 252355 227 150 407077 199259 135843 1566088 1566088 

197 1/73 9569 1 0 285 199 + 15 252308 0 272959 

• "% tot. " is percentage of total sheep numbers for the appropriate yaer. 
** " Chge" is percentage change in numbers from 1965/ 7 to I 97 l /3. 

+ 20 460722 + 13 192929 -3 14948 1 + IO 1709289 1709289 

COMMENT, TABLE 2: Sheep numbers overall rose by 143,200 or 9 percent. However not all districts 
showed an increase. Sheep numbers in Southland, O tago Moist, Canterbury Moist, and O tago Dry 
rose by 10, 13, 15 and 20 percent respectively. They fell slightly in O tago Wet high country as runholders 
reduced wether flocks and converted to cattle. 

Merinos were the only breed to show a substantial increase both in real numbers and in proportion 
relative to other breeds. They appear to have done this mainly at the expense of H alfbreds. 
COMMENT, TABLE 3: The proportion of ewes in the flock rose in all districts and especially in the 
Otago Moist region. On the other hand, the proportion of wethers fell to an almost corresponding degree 
in each district. The proportion of hoggets and dry two-tooth ewes in flocks remained about the same. 

The trend to breeding sheep rather than wool sheep may have been partly a response to lower prices 
for wool during the la ter part of the survey interval, i.e. in 1970/ 71 , 1971/ 72 wool-selling seasons, and partly 
a result of better pastures. 

--
Chge 
--

+ 4 

- 1 

0 

- 4 

+I 

+ 9 



TABLE 4 

Ewes to Ram and Lambing Percentage (mean of 1965 and 1966 lambings and mean of 1971 and 1972 lambings) 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Otago 
Mois t M oist Wet D ry 

* ** *** 
E. to R. L.% Change E. to R. L. % Change E. to R. L. % Change E. to R. L.% Change 

Merino 1965/67 19252 80 34706 78 46857 67 54865 78 
1971/ 73 24150 89 + 9 39209 86 + 8 52807 72 + 5 73452 84 + 6 

Romney x Merino t bd 1965/67 0 - 40769 86 5394 75 26 11 5 94 
1971/ 73 4915 80 - 43748 87 + 1 0 - - 26912 102 +8 

Eng. Leic. x Merino t bd 1965/67 6125 77 11380 79 29009 69 0 -
1971 /73 3596 90 + 13 33547 86 +7 32041 75 + 6 2550 82 -

Border Leic. x Merino t bd 1965/67 0 - 7680 93 2945 83 1497 74 
1971/ 73 540 106 - 4 177 99 + 6 1644 72 - 11 2949 91 +17 

Lincoln x Merino t bd 1965/67 10646 87 0 - 3450 61 7202 96 
1971 /73 3492 75 - 12 2218 75 - 3525 84 +23 21739 102 + 6 

Corriedale 1965/67 0 - 9586 84 5889 76 17883 96 
1971/ 73 0 - - 11295 88 + 4 10907 90 + 14 15250 99 +3 

Romney 1965/67 0 - 11104 101 0 - 0 -
1971 /73 0 - - 7177 100 - 1 0 - - 1450 113 -

Perendale 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -
1971 / 73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

Romney x Corriedale 1965/67 0 - 0 - 4432 84 0 -
1971 /73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 2350 109 -

Border Leic. x Romney 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 - 1116 87 
1971/ 73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

Other 1965/67 295 78 0 - 0 - 0 -
1971 / 73 468 26 - 52 2802 80 - 0 - - 1800 104 -

Total 1965/67 36318 81 11 5225 87 97976 70 107181 86 
1971/ 73 37 161 86 + 5 144173 87 0 100924 75 + 5 148452 92 + 6 

Percent change ewes to ram + 2 +25 +3 +38 



TABLE 4 continued 
O ta go Ota go 
Mois t Wet 

E. to R. L. % Change E. to R. L. % Change 

Merino 1965/67 52129 73 21000 65 
1971/ 73 80103 79 +6 33320 72 +7 Romney x Merino ! bd 1965/67 6803 1 86 35937 69 
1971/73 87815 94 + 8 29468 86 +17 

Eng. Leic. x Merino t bd 1965/ 67 2450 75 0 -
1971/ 73 0 - - 1535 61 -

Border Leic. x Mcrlno t bd 1965/ 67 0 - 0 -
1971/73 4318 80 - 0 - -

Lincoln x Merino i bd 1965/67 II 160 95 8804 58 
1971/ 73 10462 98 +3 0 - -Corriedale 1965/67 20443 82 9475 86 
1971/ 73 23714 93 +JJ 2375 84 - 2 

Romney 1965/67 9870 JOO 3417 71 
1971/ 73 5565 96 - 4 7057 88 +17 Percndale 1965/67 4362 68 3600 75 
1971/ 73 4254 81 + 13 6724 83 + 8 Romney x Corriedalc 1965/67 1156 74 0 -
1971/ 73 461 98 +24 0 - -Border Leic. x Romney 1965/67 0 - 0 -
1971/ 73 0 - - 4274 83 -Other 1965/67 0 - 0 -
1971/ 73 0 - - 0 - -

Total 1965/67 171098 82 82233 69 
1971/ 73 216692 88 +6 84753 80 +JJ 

Percent change ewes to ram +28 +3 

• Ewes to Ram. 
•• L. % figures represent the mean value of Lambs marked for each breed and district. 

ewes to ram 
*"'* "Change" is the change in Jambing percentage of a particular breed. 

Southland 
Mois t All Runs 

E. toR. L. % Change E. to R. L. % 

0 - 228809 74 
0 - - 303041 80 

48042 75 224288 Bl 
51383 75 - 244241 88 

0 - 48964 73 
0 - - 73269 81 
0 - 12122 88 
0 - - 13628 88 

2775 86 44037 83 
3115 85 -1 44551 95 

0 - 63276 86 
0 - - 63541 92 

16610 75 41001 87 
23248 85 + 10 44497 90 

0 - 7962 71 
987 89 - 11965 82 

0 - 5588 82 
0 - - 2811 106 
0 - I I 16 87 
0 - - 4274 83 
0 - 295 78 
0 - - 5070 84 

67427 79 677458 80 
78733 78 - 1 810888 85 

+17 +20 

COMMENT, TABLE 4: The all-breeds, all-districts lambing percentage rose from 80 percent to 85 per
cent over the interval. The greatest improvement occurred in the O tago Wet District. Canterbury Moist, 
O tago Moist and O tago Dry districts each showed substantial increases in the number of ewes put to the 
ram. 
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TABLE 5 

Sheep Sold (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Mois t Mois t Wet Dry Moist I 
Marlborough I Canterbury I Canterbury j Otago Otago 

---------- ;1- ---,-----.------- -----___ , 

l' al lambs 1965;67 
1971/ 73 

Store lambs 1965/67 
1971/73 

Aged ewes for 
1965167 breeding 
1971 73 

Agro C\\CS for mrat 1965 67 
1971i 73 

Aged wclhers for 
1965/67 meat 
1971/ 73 

Aged store wethers 1965167 
1971173 

2T ewes for meat 1965167 

Store 2T ewes 
1971 (73 
1965/67 
1971/ 73 

2T wcthcrs for meal 1965/67 
1971/ 73 

Storr 2T wethers 1965/67 
1971 73 

R:mu 1965 67 
1971173 

Total sold and 

00 •• 00 % 00 00 

SaJN• Chge Sales Chge Sales Chge Sales Chge Sales 

28 F-;f +9 ~ -l 12 
21 25 

- I 8 21 4 

24 40 

20 
29 
13 
12 

31 

39 37 
53 + 4 53 
16 16 
9 +5 9 

22 22 
3~ +3 18 -6 23 - J7 12 - 10 12 

4 4 I 3 3 
3 - 1 9 +3 8 ; 7 7 + 4 9 

5 6 4 5 7 
II +6 8 +2 13 + 9 5 0 9 
18 9 17 8 9 
6 - 12 4 5 II 6 6 -2 4 
0 <I 0 <I <I 

<I 0 <I 0 0 - 0 0 <I 
4 4 3 3 3 
2 - 2 4 0 3 0 3 0 2 

<I < I < I < I < I 
<I 0 2 + I <I 0 < I 0 < I 

3 I 4 3 2 
I 2 <I 0 2 -2 2 -/ I 
I < I <I < I <I 

<I 0 < I 0 I + I < I 0 < I 

+ 16 

- 7 

-10 

+6 

+ 2 

-5 

0 

- J 

0 

- J 

0 

Ota go Southland 
Wet Moist All Runs 

:res I Chge S:ia Chge Head 22--11 118915 
49 + 27 51' +JO 267423 
2s a 10061 

9 - 19 6 - 2 58414 

2 1 23 95765 
II - JO 18 - 5 91947 
5 5 13233 

12 + 7 7 +2 4729 1 

4 a 22948 
rn +6 9 + 1 51055 
15 8 40940 
4 - 11 3 - 5 29666 
0 0 558 

< I + 1 0 0 664 
2 3 12717 
2 0 I - 2 154114 
0 0 1388 

< I + 1 < I I < I 3443 
3 I 8259 
I -2 I 0 7999 

< I 0 1260 
< I 0 <I +< I 2148 

~-0 
Sales Chge 
----
31 
47 + JG 
18 
10 -B 

25 
16 -9 
3 
8 +s 
6 
9 +3 

II 
5 -6 

<I 
<I 0 

3 
3 0 

<I 
<I 0 

2 
I -1 

<I 
<I 0 

r<·rn·ntage 
change••• 1965/67 18907 75531 41660 7 3599 110268 32 ti9 I 33894 386050 386050 

1971 /73 35640 +BB 105163 +39 56955 +37 109157 + 48 164776 + 49 54996 + 11 48850 + 44 575537 575537 + 49 

• "O'o Sales" is percenta~t" of total sheep sold for region. 
•• "Chge" rs change in pt"rcentage of each class of sheep sold. 

•n "Change" is percentage change in total number of sheep sold for district. 



COMMENT, T ABLE 5: Total sales of surplus sheep rose markedly in all districts. Almost half as many 
sheep again were sold from the runs in the 1971 / 72, 72/73 seasons as were sold in the 1965/66, 66/67 
seasons. 

Fat lamb sales showed the greatest increase. The trend to selling sheep to meat works rather than in 
store condition was shown by the sales of ewes and wethers for meat (both up) and sales of store ewes 
and wethers (both down). 

TABLE 6 Sheep Bought (mean of the 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 
----

Mar lborough Canter bury Cante rbur y Otago O ta go Ota go Southla nd 
Mois t Mois t Wet Dry Moist Wet Moist All Runs 

----------------------------------- ---
* ** 

% Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge Head % BL 
------------------------------------

Rams 1965/67 17 14 17 24 16 8 25 4 130 16 
197 1/73 25 +8 26 + 12 22 + 5 31 +7 I L -5 8 0 25 0 4733 16 

Lambs 1965/67 2 21 27 3 31 6 11 4665 18 
197 1/ 73 0 -2 17 - 4 7 - 20 10 +7 13 - 18 17 + 11 33 +22 4 160 14 

Ewe hoggets 1965/67 0 0 0 0 0 II 0 625 2 
197 1/73 2 +2 5 + 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 -2 0 0 740 3 

Wcther hoggets 1965/67 0 0 3 0 4 0 0 40 1 1 
197 1/73 0 0 0 0 II +8 0 0 19 + 15 12 + 12 0 0 3234 I I 

2T ewes 1965/67 IO 3 17 12 16 12 33 3697 14 
197 1/ 73 18 + 8 0 -3 <I - 16 27 + 15 6 - JO 16 + 1 29 - 4 3287 II 

2T wethers 1965/67 29 7 31 4 5 44 4 4877 18 
1971 /73 0 -29 0 -7 25 - 6 0 - 4 3 -2 2 - 42 0 - 4 1259 4 

Aged ewes 1965/67 32 53 3 29 17 18 II 57 10 22 
197 1/ 73 37 +5 48 - 5 10 + 7 23 -6 38 +21 25 +7 5 -6 8684 30 

Aged wethers 1965/67 10 2 2 28 II I 16 2294 9 
197 1/73 18 + 8 4 +2 24 +22 9 - 19 IO - 1 11 + 10 8 - 8 3250 11 

Total bought and 
percentage 
change*** 1965/67 1628 3453 33 17 2723 7571 5801 1906 26399 26399 

1971/73 116 1 -29 2305 -33 2833 - 15 2852 +4 11448 +51 6868 + 18 1880 - 1 29347 29347 

* "% Bt" is percen tage of total sheep bought in region. 
** " Chge" is change in percentage of each class of sheep bought. 

*** " Change" is percentage change in total number of sheep bought for district. 

--
Chge 
--

0 

- 4 

+ I 

+JO 
-3 

- 14 

+ 8 

+2 

+ 11 



COMMENT, TABLE 6: The sizeable increase in purchases of wethcr hoggets and aged ewes was probably 
an attempt to increase flock size rapidly by buying in when higher prices for wool and meat, especially 
in 1972/73 season, gave renewed confidence to runholders. On the other hand, these classes of sheep were 
the ones which recorded the biggest proportional drop in sales (T able 5). Probably more of them were 
being retained in flocks, and of those sold, a larger proportion than before was being bought back into 
the high country rather than sold down country. 

TABLE 7 

Wool Sold (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlboroug h Canterbury Canterbury Otago Ota go Otago Southland 
Moist Moist Wet Dry Moist Wet Moist All Runs 

- ----- --- --- - - ---- - -----
1965/7 1971/ 3 1965/ 7 1971/3 1965/ 7 1971/3 1965/ 7 1971/ 3 1965/ 7 1971/ 3 1965/7 1971/3 1965/ 7 1971/3 1965/ 7 1971 /3 

--------------- ---
Total wool shorn 

(kg) 411885 412522 96 1786 1056258 885749 870033 862940 1156516 1709531 1776187 688249 711290 49 1708 550572 601 1848 6533378 
Percentage change 

+ 8 in weight shorn 0 + 10 - 2 +34 + 4 + 3 + 12 
Wool shorn per 

sheep (kg) 4 .3 4 ·3 3·9 3·4 3·5 3·5 3·8 4·2 4·2 3·9 3.4 3·7 3 ·6 3 .7 3·8 3·8 
Percentage change in 

wool shorn per 
0 - 13 0 + B + 3 0 sheep + JJ -7 

Wool shorn per ha 
(kg) .9• .9• 2 ·6 2·9 l ·3 I · 3 2 ·5 3·4 3 · 2 3.4 I ·2 I ·3 2·7 3·0 l ·9 2 · l 

Percentage change 
in wool shorn / ha 0 + JJ 0 +36 + 6 + 8 +11 + ll 

Total no. sheep shorn 96149 95691 248215 285 199 25 1155 252308 227150 272959 407077 460722 199299 192929 135843 149481 1564888 1709289 
Percentage change 

in no. of sheep 0 + 15 0 + 20 + 13 - 3 +10 + 9 

--
• This figure includes M olesworth in total area. Excluding Molesworth figures are 1965/ 7 l · 5 1971 / 3 J • 5. 



COMMENT, TABLE 7: There was an increase of 8 percent or 521,530 kg in the average annual amount 
of wool sold in the second survey period ( 1971 /72; 72/ 73) compared to the first ( 1965/66; 66/67) . The 
highest percentage increase of wool shorn as a total ( + 34 percent), per sheep ( + 11 percent) and per 
unit area ( +36 percent) was in the Otago Dry district. This happened in spite of a large increase in the 
number of sheep showing that the increase in available herbage must have been proportionally greater 
than the increase in stocking rate. Both the highly productive Canterbury Moist and Otago Moist regions 
showed big increases in weight of wool clipped per unit area of land, but decreases in the weight shorn 
per sheep-reflecting a proportionally greater increase in stocking rate of sheep than in available herbage 
in these regions. 

COMMENT, TABLE 8: Total cattle numbers more than doubled (102 percent increase) over the period 
of the survey. All districts showed large increases ranging from 71-158 percent. The increase in the pro
portion of Herefords (6 percent) was almost as great as the sum of decreases in the proportions of all other 
breeds combined. 

While their actual numbers also increased substantially, the overall proportion of Angus cattle in the 
high country fell by 2 percent although it increased in Marlborough and Otago Dry districts. 



TABLE 8 

Cattle Numbers by Breed (mean of 1966/67, 67/68 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlboroug h Canterbury Canterbury 
Moist Moist Wet 

- ------- --• •• 
% Tot. Chge %Tot. Chge 

Hereford 1965/67 16 40 
1971/73 12 -4 33 - 7 

Angus 1965/67 7 39 
1971 /73 12 + 5 34 - 5 

Hereford/ Angus 1965/67 74 l 
1971 /73 73 - I 15 + 14 

Shorthorn 1965/67 0 7 
1971 /73 0 0 I - 6 

Hereford/Shorthorn 1965/67 0 3 
1971/ 73 0 0 < l - 3 

Shorthorn/ Angus 1965/67 0 5 
1971/73 0 0 12 + l 

Galloway 1965/67 0 0 
1971/73 <I 0 1 + 1 

Galloway}Hereford 1965/67 3 0 
1971/73 2 - I 0 0 

Galloway/Angus 1965/ 67 0 0 
1971/ 73 0 0 0 0 

Galloway/Shorthorn 1965/67 0 5 
1971/73 0 0 2 -3 

Friesian 1965/67 0 0 
197 l /73 < 1 + 1 < l 0 

Other 1965/67 0 0 
1971/ 73 0 0 <l 0 

Total Cattle and 
percentage change 1965/67 12264 5154 

1971/ 73 21919 + 78 12129 + 135 

* "% Tot." is percentage of total cattle for region. 
** "Chge" is percentage chan~e in breed. 
N.B.- Total cattle excludes dauy cows. 

% Tot. Chge 

50 
54 +4 
26 
21 - 5 
24 
24 0 

0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 

< I + 1 
0 
0 0 

9075 
15478 + 71 

Ota go 
Dry 

-----
%Tot. Chge -50 

58 + 8 
2 
8 + 6 
0 
4 + 4 

10 
6 - 4 

14 
13 -1 

I 
0 - 1 

15 
6 - 9 
0 

< l 0 
0 
2 + 2 
7 

< I - 7 
< I 

2 +I 
0 

< I 0 

3794 
8405 + 121 

Ota go Ota go Southland 
Mois t Wet Moist All Runs 

--- - - -----
% Tot. I Chge 

------
% T ot. Chge % Tot. Chge Head % Tot. 

-
62 75 32 24894 46 
71 +9 77 +2 66 + 34 56263 5 1 
17 I 5 6892 13 
6 - 11 <l 0 3 - 2 12393 II 
6 13 54 15812 30 

13 + 1 16 + 3 3 1 - 23 31016 29 
3 0 0 921 2 
2 - 1 <I 0 < 1 +1 1021 I 
4 6 9 2111 4 
4 0 0 - 6 0 - 9 1870 2 
0 0 0 317 <I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1502 I 
2 5 0 1312 2 
2 0 0 -5 0 0 1087 2 
0 0 0 322 < l 

< l 0 6 + 6 0 0 1954 2 
2 0 0 406 <l 
0 - 2 0 0 0 0 164 <I 
4 0 0 578 1 

<I - 3 0 0 0 0 199 < l 
0 0 0 29 < l 
l + I <I 0 0 0 514 < I 
0 0 0 0 0 

< I 0 <l 0 0 0 173 < I 

7116 11289 4902 53594 53594 
18390 +158 21212 + 88 10623 +117 108156 108156 

--

Chge 

+ s 

-2 

- I 

- 1 

-2 

0 

0 

+ 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 102 



TABLE 9 

Cattle Numbers by Classes (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlbor ough Canterbury Canterbury 
M oist Moist Wet 

----------
* ** 

% Tot. Chge % Tot. Chge % Tot. 
--------

Breeding cows 1965/67 41 60 
1971 /73 39 -2 58 -2 

Ii- year heifers 1965/67 13 14 
1971 /73 13 0 14 0 

Heifer calves 1965/67 10 14 
197 1/73 15 +5 14 0 

Steer calves 1965/67 9 4 
197 1/73 13 + 4 7 +3 

Adult steers 1965/67 24 6 
1971 /73 17 -7 4 -2 

Bulls 1965/67 2 2 
197 1/73 2 0 2 0 

Dairy 1965/67 < l l 

Total cattle number 
1971/73 < I 0 < I + 1 

and percentage 
change 1965/67 12270 5169 

1971/73 21927 +7B 12146 + 135 

* "% Tot." is percentage of total cattle for region. 

** "Chge" is percentage change in class. 
N.B.- Total cattle includes dairy cows. 

62 
58 
14 
15 
II 
15 
4 
6 
7 
4 
2 
2 

< I 
<I 

9086 
15504 

Chge 
--

- 4 

+ 1 

+ 4 

+2 

-3 

0 

0 

+71 

O tago 
Dry 

-----

% Tot. Chge 
-----

55 
47 - 8 
12 
12 0 
7 

14 + 7 
9 
9 0 

13 
13 0 
3 
4 + 1 

< l 
<I 0 

3799 
8413 + 121 

Otago O ta go Southland 
Moist Wet Moi s t All Runs 

---------------------
% Tot. Chge % Tot. Chge % Tot. Chge H ead % Tot. 
---------------------

58 58 65 297 17 55 
54 - 4 62 + 4 59 - 6 58 185 54 
12 13 12 7059 13 
14 +2 12 - 1 12 0 14295 13 
9 13 6 5605 ll 

17 +B 14 + 1 16 + 10 16558 15 
6 4 6 3270 6 
6 0 6 +2 9 +3 8795 8 

II 9 9 6648 12 
6 - 5 2 -7 2 - 7 7629 7 
3 2 2 1295 3 
2 - 1 3 + 1 2 0 2694 3 

< I < I 0 102 < 1 
< I 0 <I 0 < I 0 107 < I 

7160 11 310 4902 53696 53696 
18409 + 15B 21228 +BB 10636 + 117 108263 108263 

COMMENT, TABLE 9 : The proportion of calves in herds increased by 6 percent. This was ma tched 
by a corresponding decrease in the proportion of adult cows ( - 1 percent) and adult steers ( - 5 percent). 
The change was probably due to continued herd building by adding calves and decreasing the average 
age of the herd. The proportional increase in breeding animals ( + 3 percent) was matched by the pro
portional overall decrease in steers ( - 3 percent) . 

--
Chge 
--

- I 

0 

+ 4 

+2 

-5 

0 

0 

+ 102 



TABLE 10 

Calving Percentage (mean of the 1965 and 1966 calvings and mean of the 1971 and 1972 calvings) 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Otago 
Moist Moist Wet Dry 

* ** ••• 
Cows kept c. % Change Cows kept C.% Change Cows kept C.% Change Cows kept C.% Change 

Hereford 1965/67 1780 75 1376 82 2798 78 1168 83 
1971/ 73 849 87 +12 1983 79 -3 4024 78 0 2336 83 0 

Angus 1965/67 468 87 1115 90 1560 77 45 84 
1971/ 73 522 79 -8 21 17 81 - 9 1859 78 +1 137 82 -2 

H ereford/ Angus 1965/67 3591 93 0 - 1259 78 0 -
1971/ 73 6615 84 -9 11 18 83 - 2652 78 0 337 92 -

Shorthorn 1965/67 0 - 265 84 0 - 144 87 
1971/73 0 - - 51 74 -10 0 - - 114 86 - 1 

Hereford/Shorthorn 1965/67 0 - 91 89 0 - 217 82 
1971/73 0 - - 25 96 +7 0 - - 428 86 +4 

Shorthorn/ Angus 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 - 4-00 87 
1971/73 0 - - 70 79 - 0 - - 240 75 -12 

Galloway 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 - 78 69 
1971/73 0 - - 54 85 - 0 - - 0 - -

Galloway/Hereford 1965/67 0 - 146 90 0 - 0 -
1971/73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 205 78 -

Callowny/Angus 1965/67 0 - 134 R2 0 - 33 97 
1971/73 0 - - BOB 90 + 8 0 - - 0 - -

Galloway/ Shorthorn 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -
1971/73 0 - - 0 - - 34 91 - 0 - -

Fricsian 1965/67 210 76 0 - 0 - 6 33 
1971/73 145 86 +10 14· 71 - 0 - - 40 105 +72 

T otal/Average 1965/67 5049 89 3127 86 5617 78 2091 84 
1971/ 73 8131 84 -5 6240 82 -4 8569 79 +1 3837 84 0 

Percent change in cows kept 
for calving +61 +99 +52 +83 



TABLE 10 continued 

Ota go Ota go Southland 
Moist Wet Moist 

Cows kept c. % Change Cows kept c. % Change Cows kept C. % Change 

Hereford 1965/67 2562 81 4891 81 1120 81 
1971/ 73 6472 83 + 2 9272 77 - 4 3839 78 - 3 

Angus 1965/67 662 86 JOO 91 230 80 
1971 /73 475 88 +2 120 83 - 8 197 92 + 12 

Hereford/ Angus 1965/67 343 89 894 75 1575 78 
197 1 /73 1779 85 - 4 2992 77 +2 2122 83 +5 

Shorthorn 1965/67 11 5 68 0 - 0 -
1971/73 184 67 - 1 0 - - 0 - -

Hereford/Shorthorn 1965/67 132 84 324 88 255 78 
1971 /73 283 83 - 1 0 - - 0 - -

Shorthorn/ Angus 1965/67 90 62 300 85 0 -
1971/ 73 265 75 + 13 0 - - 0 - -

Galloway 1965/67 148 88 0 - 0 -
197 1/ 73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

Galloway/Hereford 1965/67 82 79 0 - 0 -
197 1/73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

Galloway/Angus 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 -
1971/73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

Galloway/Shorthorn 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 -
197 1/ 73 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

Friesian 1965/67 0 - 0 - 0 -
197 1/73 40 78 - 0 - - 0 - -

Total/Average 1965/67 4 134 82 6509 81 3180 79 
1971/ 73 9498 83 + I 12384 77 -4 6158 80 + I 

Percent change in cows kept 
for calving + 129 + 90 + 93 

* The figures for cows kept in herd are the means of the 1965 and 1966 winters and the 1971 and 1972 winters. 
** "C. %" figure represents the mean value of calves marked for each breed and district. 

COWS kept 
*** "Change" is the change in calving percentage of a particular breed. 

All Runs 

Cows kept C.% Change 

14695 80 
28775 80 0 

4180 84 
5427 81 - 3 
7662 85 

16680 83 - 2 
524 81 
349 74 - 7 

1019 94 
736 85 - 9 
790 84 
575 75 - 9 
226 81 

54 85 +4 
228 86 
205 78 - 8 
167 85 
808 90 + 5 

0 -
34 91 -

216 75 
239 88 + 13 

29707 82 
54817 81 - 1 

+ 84 



COMMENT, TABLE 10: The overall calving percentage fell by 1 percent to 81 percent over the inter
val. However this should be set alongside the fact that total cows put to the bull showed an 84 percent 
increase in the same period. The largest increase in cows kept was in the Otago Moist region which in 
spite of the increase, recorded a slightly better calving. On the whole, though, it appears that cow numbers 
in the high country may now be approaching a level where further improvements in performance will 
depend on increases in available herbage. 

Although some breeds appeared to show large decreases in calving percentage, the actual number of 
cows in them was relatively small, consequently they did not affect the overall average as much as the 
performance of numerically more important breeds such as H ereford. 

TABLE 11 Cattle Sold (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Ota go Ota go Otago Southland 
Moist Moist Wet Dry Moist Wet Moist All Runs 

---- - -------------------------------
% ** % % % % % % % 
old* Chge Sold Chge Sold Chge Sold Chge Sold Chge Sold Chge Sold Chge H ead Sold 

------------------ ------------------
Breeding cows 1965/67 6 8 10 6 6 6 3 1391 7 

1971 /73 15 +9 4 - 4 10 0 < l - 5 4 -2 I -5 I -2 2150 5 
Cows for meat 1965/67 15 6 5 3 2 2 5 1026 5 

197 1/73 13 - 12 5 - I 6 + I 9 +6 8 +6 7 + 5 3 -2 2348 6 
H eifers 1965/67 13 7 II 3 JO 7 16 1875 JO 

197 1/73 14 + I 2 -5 5 - 6 4 + I 4 - 6 2 - 5 < I - 15 1833 4 
Calves 1965/67 17 52 46 47 57 61 45 8624 47 

1971 /73 29 + 12 75 +23 63 + 11 45 - 2 67 + 10 80 + 19 37 - 8 24178 57 
Store steers 1965/67 47 26 27 40 24 23 30 5757 30 

1971/73 29 - 18 7 - 19 12 - 15 3 -37 7 - 17 5 - 18 54 +24 7993 19 
Prime steers 1965/67 0 0 < l 0 0 <1 0 43 < I 

1971 /73 9 + 9 5 +5 3 +2 33 +33 8 + B 3 +3 3 +3 3101 7 
Bulls 1965/67 2 <1 <I <l < I <I <l 161 < 1 

1971 /73 I - 1 2 + I I + 1 5 + 4 2 + 1 2 + I 1 0 800 2 
Total and percent 

change*** 1965/67 3437 2105 3077 1527 3187 37 12 1832 18877 18877 
1971/73 6228 + Bl 6464 +207 5255 +10 3188 + JOB 6338 +99 7171 +93 7759 +323 42403 42403 

* "% Sold" is percentage of total cattle sold for region. 
** "Chge" is change in percentage of each class of cattle sold . *** H ('._h!:tnl'TP" ;C! T'\PrrPnt- ~rTP :n fr.f·~ J n11mhPr nf r<'.l ttJ p C!..-.. J,rl fn,. ...1: ., .... : ... 1 

--
Chge 
--

-2 

+1 

- 6 

+ 10 

- 11 

+6 

+2 

+ 125 



COMMENT, TABLE 11: Cattle sales much more than doubled from an average of 18,877 to an average 
of 42,403. Calves showed the greatest increase. Their proportion of sales rose by 10 percent to make them 
more than half (57 percent) of all cattle sold. As with sheep, so with cattle the proportion sold to meat 
works increased at the expense of the proportion sold store. Two factors could have influenced this change
cattle in better physical condition, and better prices paid for meat relative to store prices. 

TABLE 12 
Cattle Bought (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Mar lbor oug h Canterbury Canterbury Ota go O tago O t a go Southlan d 
Moist Moist Wet Dry Mois t Wet M oist All R uns 

--- - - - ----- - - -----------------------
* ** 

% Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge % Bt. Chge H ead % Bt. 
- ----- ----- -- - - --- - - ---- - ------ -----

Cows 1965/67 4 5 19 14 13 22 16 385 
1971/73 4 0 15 + JO 4 - J5 I - 13 15 +2 16 - 6 11 - 5 738 

H eifers 1965/67 19 48 10 15 38 37 28 835 
1971/73 16 +3 41 - 7 47 + 37 21 +6 42 + 4 30 - 7 26 - 2 2316 

H eifer calves 1965/67 0 14 JO 7 J3 24 JO 335 
1971 /73 29 +29 26 + J2 7 - 3 10 + 3 21 +8 21 - 3 8 - 2 1392 

Steer Calves 1965/67 26 6 4·6 38 17 0 0 585 
1971/73 28 +2 2 - 4 11 - 35 29 - 9 II - 6 18 + 18 16 + 16 1285 

Steers 1965/67 24 20 4 23 13 5 31 454 
1971/73 14 - JO 0 - 20 0 - 4 34 + 11 5 - 8 0 - 5 29 - 2 989 

Bulls 1965/67 27 7 II 3 6 12 15 258 
1971 /73 9 - J8 16 + 9 31 + 20 5 +2 6 0 15 +3 IO - 5 679 

Total and percent 
change*** 1965/67 216 376 317 591 794 357 201 2852 

1971/ 73 1127 + 421 565 + so 264 - 17 1472 + 149 2491 + 213 766 + 114 71 4 + 355 7399 

- -
* "% Bt." is percentage of total cattle bought for region. 

** " Chge" is change in percentage of each class of cattle bought. 
*** " Change" is percentage change in total number of cattle bought for district. 

COMMENT, TABLE 12: Overall cattle purchases increased by one and a half times but the only cat
egory to show a proportional increase was young female breeding stock. Probably a higher proportion 
of the extra calves available for sale from the high country (Table 11) was being bought back into the 
high country for herd building. 

13 
10 
29 
31 
12 
19 
21 
17 
16 
14 
9 
9 

2852 
7399 

Chge 

- 3 

+ 2 

+7 

- 4 

- 2 

0 

9 + 15 



TABLE 13 

Sheep and Stock Units per Unit Area; Sheep/Cattle Ratios 

Sheep per ha 1965/67 
1971 /73 

Hectares per sheep 1965/67 
1971 / 73 

Sheep: cattle ratio 
1965/67 (district) 
1971 /73 

Stock Units (sheep) 1965/67 
1971 / 73 

Stock Units (cattle) 1965/67 
1971/73 

Total Stock Units 1965/67 
1971/ 73 

Hectares per Stock 
1965/67 Unit 
1971 / 73 

Note: Stock Units 
Breeding ewes 

Marlborough 
Mois t 

% 
Chge 

0.5 
0.5 

2.8 
2.8 

8:1 
4:1 

80247 
80552 0 

57075 
99362 +74 

137322 
17991 4 +31 

3.3 
2.5 

Wethers, 2T ewes, rams 
Hogge ts 

Canterbury 
Moist 

0.7 
0.8 

1.5 
1.2 

48 :1 
24: 1 

210736 
244410 

26083 
60356 

2368 19 
304766 

1.0 
0.8 
0.6 

1.5 
1.2 

% 
Chge 

+ 15 

+131 

+28 

Canterbury Ota go 
Wet 

% 
Chge 

0.4 
0.4 

2.7 
2.7 

28: 1 
16 :1 

211007 
212550 0 

46402 
76978 +65 

257409 
289527 + 12 

2.6 
2.3 

Breeding cows 
Bulls 

Dry 

0.7 
0.8 

1.5 
1.2 

60:1 
32: 1 

193660 
235702 

18828 
39834 

212488 
275536 

1.5 
1.2 

Steers, I± yr heifers 
Calves 

% 
Chge 

+21 

+ Ill 

+29 

Otago 
Mois t 

0.8 
0.9 

1.3 
I.I 

57: 1 
25: 1 

343795 
397432 

35852 
8972 1 

379647 
487 153 

1.3 
1.2 

6.0 
5.0 
4.0 
3.0 

% 
Chge 

+ 15 

+ 150 

+28 

Ota go 
Wet 

% 
Chge 

0.4 
0.4 

2.7 
2.7 

18:1 
9:1 

168823 
164406 -3 

56482 
107547 + 90 

225305 
27 1953 + 20 

2.4 
2.0 

Southland 
Mois t All Runs 

% % 
Chge Chge 

0.8 0.5 
0.8 0.6 

1.3 2.0 
1.2 1.8 

28: 1 29: 1 
14 :1 16:1 

116375 1324643 
129004 +11 1464055 + 11 

25508 266230 
52537 + 105 526335 +97 

141883 1590873 
181 541 +28 1990390 +25 

1.3 1.9 
1.0 1.6 



COMMENT, TABLE 13: Stocking rate measured as stock units per hectare increased in all districts 
over the period of the survey. 

The ratio of sheep to cattle showed a notable change. What had been an average ratio of 29 sheep to 
1 cattle beast became a ratio of 16 sheep to 1 cattle beast as ca ttle numbers rose much faster than sheep 
numbers. The change was of th e same order in all districts. 

Stock units increased by 25 percent over the survey period. Cattle stock units contributed to this with 
a 97 percent increase and sheep with an 11 percent increase. The compounded average annual increase 
in stock units was just over 3t percent. 

TABLE 14 

Area of Forage Crops Grown 
(mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Otago Ota go Ota go Southland 
Moist Moist Wet Dry Moist Wet Moist All Runs 
-----------------------------------,--

Area Area Area Area Area Area Area Area 
(ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) (ha) 

-------------------------------------
Greenfeed Oats 1965/67 12 10 24 8' 28 0 8 90 • 1971/73 27 305 28" 11 8t 50 20 0 548 
Greenfeed Barley 1965/67 0 0 o' 4 , 0 0 0 4 

1971 /73 0 0 0 28 40 0 0 68 
Greenfeed Wheat 1965/67 0 75 31 19 88 34 40 287 

197 1/73 0 651 19} 47 . 67 6 0 204 
Greenfeed R yecorn 1965/67 0 0 0, 11 ~f 18 0 0 22 

197 1/73 0 150 33 71 10 0 379 
Tama, Hi, I talian 1965/67 0 31J 0 66 16 14 0 127 

1971/73 0 219. 48 180 135 25 27 634 
Total area and 

percent change 1965/67 12 116 55 101 150 48 48 530 
1971/73 27 + 125 739 + 536 128 + 132 488 +383 363 +242 61 +27 27 - 44 1833 +246 

I - - · 



COMMENT, TABLE 14: The area grown in forage crops increased by nearly 3t times over the period. 
The greatest increase was recorded in the Canterbury Moist district. Both greenfeed oats and the short
rotation ryegrasses showed important increases in area sown. 

TABLE 15 

Area of Root Crops Grown 
(m.ean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and m.ean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Ota go Otago Otago Southland All Runs 
Moist Moist Wet Dry Moist Wet Moist 

--------------------------------------------
Area % Area 01 Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area 10 
(ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) 

-----------------------------------
Turnips 1965/67 24 572 481 22 1 771 180 253 2502 

1971/73 51 724 465 346 1059 192 108 2945 
Swedes 1965/67 8 147 17 16 45 79 269 581 

1971/73 11 238 60 17 68 33 255 682 
Choumoellier 1965/67 24 20 10 0 8 12 132 206 

1971/73 8 33 46 3 15 7 94 206 
Rape 1965/67 6 20 0 16 58 28 0 128 

1971/73 8 93 20 0 32 5 7 165 
Total area and 

percent change 1965/67 62 759 508 253 882 299 654 3417 
1971/73 78 +26 1088 + 43 591 + 16 366 + 45 11 74 +33 237 -21 464 -29 3998 

COMMENT, TABLE 15: Four times more turnips in area were grown than any other root crop. Pro
portionally, however, the increase in area of turnips was only slightly larger (at 18 percent) than the 
increase in area of root crops as a whole (17 percent), demonstrating that turnips at least held their own 
in this class of foodstuffs. 
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TABLE 16 

Area of Grain Crops Grown 
(mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

Marlborough Canterbury Canterbury Otago Ota go Otago Southland 
Moist Moist Wet Dry Moist Wet Moist All Runs 

--------------------------------------
Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area 
(ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) 

--------------------------------------
Grain Oats 1965/67 0 163 16 55 67 49 23 373 

1971/73 3 364 100 24 175 18 62 746 
Oats for chaff 1965/67 4 14 0 4 72 5 1 100 

1971 /73 10 18 0 5 3 10 1 47 
Barley 1965/67 0 16 2 0 0 0 0 18 

1971/73 4 106 10 53 138 14 22 347 
Wheat 1965/67 0 50 0 13 68 84 38 253 

1971/73 0 37 0 54 37 12 17 157 
Total area and 

percent ch ange 1965/67 4 243 18 72 207 

+711 
138 62 744 

1971 /73 17 +325 525 +116 128 +611 136 +89 353 54 -61 102 + 165 1297 

COMMENT, TABLE 16: The area sown in oats and barley for feeding to stock increased substantially 
-barley spectacularly so. On the other hand the area of oats grown for chaff fell by more than one half. 
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TABLE 17 

Pasture Improvement (mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons ) 

Mar lborough Canterbury Canterbury O ta go Ota go Ota go Sou thland 
M ois t Moist Wet Dry Mois t Wet Moist All Runs 
-- -------------------------

Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area 
(ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) 
--- ------------------------------,_ ---

New drilled pasture 1965/67 128 384 439 76 403 262 451 2143 
1971/ 73 120 1878 ~l 213 1104 360 345 4861 

New lucerne 1965/67 2 25 37 140 153 4 14 375 
1971/73 60 215 64 333 656 96 2 1426 

New overdrilJing 1965/67 0 263 0 265 136 202 0 866 
1971/73 14 610 50 189 92 150 21 1126 

New aerial OS(TD 1965/67 1174 202 955 984 3347 61 1 121 7394 
1971/ 73 3486 + 197 3287 + 1527 3%8 +263 13912 + 1312 ] 1888 +255 5378 +780 1395 +1053 42814 

Total area and 
percent change 1965/67 1204 874 1431 1465 4·039 1079 586 10778 

197 1/73 3680 +206 5990 +585 4423 +209 14647 +900 13740 +240 5984 + 454 1763 +201 50227 
·--· 

OS/TD = oversowing and topdressing. 

COMMENT, TABLE 17: On average, more than four and a half times more land was improved in 
the 1971 /72, 72/73 seasons than in the 1965/66, 66/67 seasons. The increase was proportionally greater 
for aerial ovcrsowing and topdressing than for other methods of improvement. T here was a large increase 
in the area of luccrne sown. 
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--
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TABLE 18 

Fertiliser- Maintenance Topdressing 
(mean of 1965/66, 66/67 seasons and mean of 1971/72, 72/73 seasons) 

M a rlborough Canterbury Canterbury Otago Ota go Otago Sout hla nd 
Mois t Mois t Wet Dry Moist Wet Moist All Runs 

--------------------------------------
Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area % Area 
(ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) Chge (ha) 

--------------------------------------
Topdressing on 

paddocks 1965/67 696 3250 1928 1885 4155 1895 2279 16088 
1971/73 1298 +86 7579 + 133 4146 + 115 2590 +37 7976 + 92 6039 +219 3106 +36 32734 

Topdressing on 
hill pasture 1965/67 1381 4149 2216 2960 109 14 3693 2982 28295 

1971 /73 7191 + 420 6647 + 60 3639 + 64 3324 + 12 13868 +27 5945 +61 3114 + 4 43728 

COMMENT, TABLE 18: Over the in terval of the study, the area topdressed with fertiliser increased 
in all regions both on paddocks and hill. On average twice the area of paddocks was topdressed in the 
second period than in the first, and more than half as great an area again of hill. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

While sheep numbers showed a moderate 9 percent increase 
over the period of the survey, cattle numbers more than doubled. 
The traditional breeds of Merino sheep and Hereford cattle 
showed the largest proportional gains. In both sheep and cattle, 
breeding stock increased more than other classes. Reflecting the 
higher prod uctivity of herds and flocks, there were large increases 
in sales of calves and lambs, particularly fat lambs. Weight of 
wool sold increased by the same percentage as sheep numbers 
rose- i.e. 9 percent. 

In some districts wool production per head fell as grazing 
pressure increased. In Otago D ry district however, in spite of a 
20 percent increase in sheep numbers, lambing rose by 6 per
cent, total wool production rose by 34 percent and wool pro
duction per head rose by 11 percent! 

I ndeed, even allowing for a slightly higher average annual 
rainfall, the increases in production in the Otago Dry district 
over the period of the survey are a most notable feature of this 
study. Although the 1972/ 73 survey (R eview No. 28 ) showed 
that the improved area of O tago Dry runs averaged only 14 
percent of their total area, it is interesting to speculate how 
much the large increase in district production was due to a 900 
percent increase in the area of new lucerne and improved 
pasture over the survey period in this district compared to an 
average 286 percent increase in area of new pasture and lucerne 
for the remaining districts. However the Otago Dry district 
showed a much lower proportional increase in area of mainten
ance topdressing than the average for other districts. While 
acknowledging the comparatively low fertiliser requirements of 
dry Otago soils, it is to be hoped for the sake of the future 
productivity of this district and others that the initial investment 
in pasture improvement will be protected by maintaining it - at 
least to the limit that varying incomes will allow. 

This study shows clearly that, during a period when pastoral 
productivity in the rest of the country has tended to stagnate, 
the high country has been a growth area. 

GLENROCK STATION became a Department of Agriculture Demon
stration Run in 1963, its improvement programme to be a cooperative 
effor t between the r unholder and various organisations includin~ Lands 
and Survey Department, T ussock G rasslands and Mountain Lands Institute, 
and the Waitaki Catchment Commission which administered subsidy 
finance under a soil and water conservation plan. In the following article 
Kieran Kissick reviews progress on Glenrock. 
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GLENRO£K 
1962/63 - 1972/73 

Kieran Kissick 
Farm Advisory Officer, 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 
Fairl ie. 

In setting up a demonstration run the aim is to promote the 
adoption of proven agricultural techniques in an area that is for 
one reason or another not making full use of these techniques to 
ohtain greater production. 

In 1963, at the start of the ten year Glenrock improvement 
programme, legume establishment on tussock country had been 
well proven as practicable but many runholders had not adopted 
the procedure although enormous production increases were 
known to be p~ible. 

Glenrock tation in the :Mackenzie Cou:i.try was chosen as 
the demonstration run for several rca'iOns. I t was compact ( 4229 
hectares) with good access, and comprised a broad range of 
land types encountered on many runs, from elevated ( 1370m) 
gravelly snowgras.s tops weathered by high rainfall, to shallow 
and stony alluvial flats inclined to long periods of drought. 

In hetween were the predominantly fcscue tussock faces, res
ponsive to topdressing and oversowing and on the intermediate 
fans were soils of good quality providing scope for luceme 
development. 

Most runs in the area had a range of vegetative cover, from 
well "clothed" to moderately or severely depleted land, and 
Glenrock was no exception - but it had a good baJance of dark 
and sunny country. 
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Overlooking typical undulating country at low altitudes (600 • 700 m.a .s.l.) 
(A. France) 

The Pre-development Period 

Glenrock was typical of most high country runs in its sub
division, carrying capacity, and production. I t consisted of four 
large blocks with poor feed utilisation. The warm country was 
over-grazed while the better vegetated dark faces were poorly
grazed. Burning was used to control excess growth on dark faces, 
while the cattle were confined on the lowland swampy areas, the 
only place they could be safely held. 

In the 1963 winter 18 hectares were in one- and two-year-old 
luceme and 11 hectares were culth-ated for more luceme. Some 
20 hectares of tussock had been ovcrsown with red clover the 
previous year and a further 40 hectares oversown prior to this, 
with only fair results. 

The feed provided in 1963 was inadequate for the wintering 
of all the stock, so the hoggets as in previous }ears had to be 
wintered down country. This meant th:!.t the effecti,·e winter 
carrying capacity was only 2310 sheep and 38 cattle. 

At the start of development, production from the Merinos was 
4 kg of wool per sheep stock unit, and lambing approximately 
80 percent. Two-tooth ewes were not put t o the ram so that 58 
percent of the heep on Glenrock were dry. 
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From gravelly snowgrass tops at ll70 m.a.s.l. to stony alluvial flats. In 
between are the rescue tussock £aces and intermediate fans. (A. France) 

T he other important aspect was the inadequate standard of 
the buildings and station facilities plus the almost complete lack 
of vehicles and haymaking equipment. 

Development Programme 

T he aim of the programme was to produce more and better 
sheep feed, the feed to be more evenly spread throughout the 
year. There was to be controlled utilisation of the hill blocks to 
prevent depletion and maintain stability. 

The programme wa5 to provide for a 130 percent increase in 
stock numbers by 1973. (This estimate was based on feed 
production in areas in a similar situation over the previous five 
years. In this event a succession of droughts limited the objec
tive) . This was to be achieved by: 

( i) Establishment of more lucerne for winter feed; 
(ii) Topdressing tussock country with phosphate, sulphur and 

molybdenum and oversowing with clover; 
( iii) Encouragement of natural regeneration of depleted tus

sock areas by more subdivision so that at some stage these 
areas could be spelled from grazing; 

(iv) Elimination of the need to bum the rank growth on dark 
faces through the use of cattle, with increased subdivision 
and cattle proofing of existing fences. 
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The original homestead, extended to meet growing accommodation needs. 
(A. France) 

Stock increases were to be bred on the run, using stock suited 
to the climatic conditions. There was no intention of changing 
from the Merinos. They were hardy, versatile, and productive 
and as surplus stock they were commanding an increasing value. 
With development their general performance ,.,.as expected to 
improve and with better feeding the two-tooth ewes could be 
put to the ram, which would increase the amount of selection 
possible. 

I t was realised that the build up in numbers would be slow 
but would gather momentum with time. In the early stages the 
aim was to concentrate on wool production, so a greater propor
tion of the stock increase would be in wcther numbers, but to 
accomplish this and retain a margin for election a small increase 
in the ewe flock would be required. Cattle were to be used to im
prove pastures. (The Merino wet hers were then seen as more 
profitable converters of the available grazing) . 

Subsequent Changes in Stock Policy 

Table 1 shows the change in stock numbers between 1963 and 
1973. Although it was projected that stock numbers would 
more than double by the end of the programme, the increase 
wintered reached 78 percent. Since the winter of 1964 all young 
sheep were wintered on Glenrock and all ewes are now mated 
as two-tooths whereas previously ewes were first tupped as four
tooths. 
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Ewes 
Two-tooth Ewes 

M.S. Hoggets 

M.A. Wethers 
Rams, etc. 

Total Sheep 
Total Sheep Stock Units 
Stock Units Wintered 

Breeding Cows 
R. 2yr Heifers 
Calves 
0th er Steers 
Bull 

Total Cattle 
Total Cattle Stock Units 

Total Stock Units 

TABLE 1 

Stock Numbers 

June 1963 

1320 
350 

(not mated) 
812 

(Wintered Down Country 
550 

90 

3122 
2690 

(2115) 

30 
5 
2 
I 

38 
170 

2860 

Stock Unit Increase Wintered 1791 or 78 percent. 

June 1973 

2043 
390 

(mated) 
947 

828 
90 

4298 
3745 

(3820) 

25 
12 
12 

1 
1 

51 
257 

4002 

Cattle increased to 49 Hereford cows but with several dry 
years, culminating in the 1969 drought, numbers are now back 
to the level in the first year of the programme. 

With the decline in fine wool prices, and the associated lower 
prices for store stock, greater emphasis was placed on increases 
in ewe numbers rather than wethers. A diversificaton was the 
use of Border Leicester rams over aged Merino ewes for fatlamb 
production. 

Development Achieved 

Figures 1 and 2 show the changes in subdivision, buildings, 
area oversown and topdressed and pasture and lucerne sown 
between 1963 and 1973. 
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By the end of the ten year development period (October 1973) 
there were ten major tussock blocks varying in size from 120 to 
600 hectares, plus luceme and holding areas. 

Table 2 shows the capital inputs excluding stock increases. 
Capital was required for oversowing, topdressing, fencing, pas
ture and luceme establishment and for indirect productive inputs 
- haymaking equipment, sheepyards, cattleyards, tracks, air
strip, haybarns, tractor, four-wheel drive utility, additions to 
woolshed and homestead and a new house. 

TABLE 2 

Development Capital Inputs Excluding Stock 

Fencing- 13.0 km at $600/km erected 
12. 5 km at $350/km 

Lucerne - 48 hectares - fertiliser, cultivation and seed 
at $62/hectare . . . . . . 

Cattle Proofing Fences - 16.9 km at $170/km 
4. 4 km boundary at $80/km 

Pasture - 19 hectares at $37/hectare . . . . 
Oversowing and Topdressing - 730 hectares at $20/hectare 
Oversowing - 830 hectares at $7 . 50/hectare . . 

Direct Productive Inputs 
Haybarns - 2 at $600, 1 at $650 and 1 at $900 
Haymaking Equipment - siderake, mower and baler 
Tractor and Four-Wheel Drive Utility 
Sheepyards and Cattleyards 
Tracks and Airstrip 
Additions to Woolshed 
Additions to Homestead 

ew House 

Total Capital Inputs 

$ 
7,800 
4,375 

2,976! 
2,8731 

352 
703 

14,600 
6,225 

$39,904 
2,750 
2, 120 
2,620 
1,200 
1,000 
1,500 
5,000 
4,800 

$60,894 

The total includes $4901 of s ubsidy finance provided under a soil and water conserva
tion plan ad.ministered by the W aitaki Catchment Commission in cooperation with 
MAF. 

Haymaking equipment became essential when contracting 
services could not cope with the larger seasonal demand. To 
reduce stock movements new sheepyards were built adjoining the 
cultivated area near the Mackenzie Pass road. Access on the 
higher blocks had always been a problem but this was improved 
with 2.5 km of new tracks. For the topdressing programme an 
airstrip was constructed near the homestead. 
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The Station has limited cattle country owing lo frequent droughts and light 
soils. This has been countered by oversowing and topdressing the small 
areas of cat tle fiats depic1ed above. Two-year heifers to be mated in 
December. (A. France, Sept 74) 

Tupped as two-too1hs ins1cod of four-tooths means extra lambs, for sale, 
or 10 select replacements from. These two-tooths will be put to the ram 
in May. (A. France, Sept 74) 



Temporarily spelled from grazing 1hc oversown rans look lypically like 
this. No depletion here. (A. Prnnce) 

This scene is on 1be hoggct win1ering block. Sunny faces do not respond 
10 oversowing and 1opdressing to the same extent as shadier and damper 
country. This foreground slope did respond well. {A. f rance) 



TABLE 3 Summary of lncorne and Stock Performance 

Av. 5yrs Base Year Year Year Year Year Year y ar Year Year Year ~re 58/59 Year I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sheep Incom%ha (S) 
- 62/63 62/63 63/64 64/65 65/66 66/67 67/68 68/69 69/70 70/71 71 /72 72/73 

0.59 0. 77 1.31 1.26 1.16 1.41 I. 73 2.00 1.43 1.33 3.95 
Wool Income ha (S) 2.40 2.79 2 .22 2 . 72 2 .64 3.1 1 3 .61 2.57 2.25 4.64 9 .83 
Cattle Incom~ha (S) 0.07 0.32 0.27 0 . 15 0.44 0.30 0.94 0. 77 0.52 0.52 
Gross Income ha (S) 3.19 3. 14 3.88 4.15 4.08 4 .32 5.31 5 .63 5.71 5. 11 7 .51 14.52 
Expenses/ha S) I .33 1.65 2 .49 2.45 3.21 2 .89 2.79 2.94 3. t 1 3.09 4.17 4. 79 
Farm Surplus/ha ($) 1.85 1.48 1.41 I. 70 0.86 1.43 2.52 2 . 72 2 .57 2.03 3.33 9.73 
Wool/Sheep Stock Unit (kg) 4 .01 4.23 4.59 4.68 4.91 4.50 5.28 5.91 4. 73 5.07 5 .06 
Wool/ha (kg) 2 .54 2 . 70 2.84 3 .19 3.46 3 .36 4.12 4 .42 3.78 4 .08 4.35 
Lamb Price (S) 4.50 4.06 5.79 5.12 4 .25 4.23 6.01 5.26 4 . 79 5 .48 8.45 
Lambing % 80 .0 80.0 84.0 84 .8 75.9 81. 7 73.9 85 .6 83 .3 79.9 84. 7 
Ewes to Ram 1300 1320 1300 1450 1622 1972 1949 1949 2050 2205 2423 
Lambs Sold 400 324 278 405 338 942 422 257 328 536 808 

Cows to Bull 0 29 26 26 20 44 49 49 26 29 25 
Calving% 96.6 92.3 88 .5 90 .0 97.7 73.5 44.9 92 .3 86 .2 84.0 

Sheep Stock Units 2676 2690 2606 2882 2973 3150 3273 3164 3381 3403 3680 3745 
Cattle Stock Units 514 170 293 315 261 224 397 374 197 196 212 257 
Total tock nits 3190 2860 2899 3197 3234 3374 3670 3538 3578 3599 3892 4002 

Financial Returns 

Table 3 sets out a summary of income and stock performance 
and forms the basis of figures 3, 4 and 5 concernt'.d with financial 
returns per hectare. 

The Programme allowed for all surplus cash to be devoted 
to development. 
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SHEEP INCOME $/ha 

CATTLE INCOME $/ha 

62/ 63 83/64 64/65 65/ 66 66/67 67/68 68/69 69170 70171 71112 72173 

Figure 3 shows gross income, and income for wool, sheep and 
cattle per hectare. Both cattle and sheep income include stock 
increases at market value. The graph therefore registers the 
fluctuations caused by changes in market values, however gross 
income showed a steady increase from 1962/63 until 1970/71 
then a sharp rise in the last two years of the programme due to 
increases in wool values in 1971/72 and 1972/73 and an in
crease in sheep values in 1972/ 73. 
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AVERAGE 62/63 63/54 64/65 65/66 66/67 67168 68/69 69/70 70171 71172 72173 
58/59-62/63 

Figure 4 shows gross income, expenses and farm surpluses on a 
per hectare basis as an average for the pre-programme years 
1958/ 59 to 1962/ 63 and for the duration of the prograrrune. 

Expenses include all operating and overhead charges and 
allowance for depreciation but excludes interest, rent, principal 
repayments, personal drawings and taxation. Capital expenditure 
on fertiliser, seed, and fencing are included. With the inclusion 
of these items of capital expenditure farm expenses were greater 
than surpluses except in 1972 / 73 when gros.s income increased 
93 percent while expenses increased 15 percent. 
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Figure 5 shows the relationship between wool production and 
wool income on a per hectare basis. Throughout the development 
period there was a steady increase in proJuction along with the 
increase in sheep numbers but there were fluctuations owing to 
drought conditions. The major variation in wool income has been 
due to changes in wool market value, resulting in a low of $2.2 
per hectare in 1964/65 to a high of almost $10 in 1972/73 
whereas the volume per hectare doubled. 

Wool production per sheep stock unit increased from 4.01 kg 
in the base year to reach a peak in 1969 /70 of 5.91 kg, but in 
the last three years it averaged approximately 5 kg due to sea
sonal variation in feed supply. 

No estimate has been taken of the increase in total meat pro
duction ( i.e. weight of sheep sold ) but t.'lis will have shown a 
greater percentage increase than wool. 

Lambing has been fairly static around the 80 percent level 
but there has been an 86 percent increase in ewes mated, as two
tooths now go to the ram. This is a practice still uncommon in 
the Mackenzie high country but with improvements to feed 
supply and the wintering of the hoggets on the station they can 
now be well grown. Border Leicester-Merino wether lambs from 
the aged Merino ewes can now be fattened on the place. 
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The weight of stock sold is difficult to estimate with accuracy owi ng to frequent on 
t he hoof sales in addition to t he sales to works. Sheep sa les 1961/ 62 were 11 37 head. 
1964 / 65 854, 1967/ 68 1402. a nd 1972/ 73 1750. Cattle sales for t he same yea rs we re 
40 head, 32, 23. 20. 

In the drought-free years calving reached an average 90 per
cent but fell drastically during several dry year - refer table 3. 

Lessons from D evelopment 
There is a three to five year delay from investment in over-sow
ing, topdressing and subdivision to the response in feed pro
duction sufficient to enable an economic increase in stock num
bers, but the delay would be reduced in higher rainfall areas or 
during periods of more favourable seasons. 
There is a need for basic facilities ( woolshed, homestead and 
yards ) before any programme can be carried out effectively. 
They require a large investment of capital. 
Because of the relative isolation of high country properties there 
may be a need for a range of cultivation and haymaking equip
ment and a four-wheel drive vehicle 
There is almost total dependence on the weather for success of 
the programme, especially in an area of the high country where 
extremes of drought, wind, snow and heat are common. (Limited 
areas of irrigation to ensure winter feed are well worth investi
gating. ) 

Glenrock as a Demonstration Run 
As a demonstration unit Glenrock has influenced the local 

adoption of techniques recommended for development of this 
class of country. By 1968 for instance some 1400 hectares of 
lucerne (Tara Hills Survey ) had been sown on the Mackenzie 
for supplementary winter feeding, and some 16,200 hectares had 
been successfully oversown and topdressed using techniques 
demonstrated on Glenrock. 

In the base year 1962 / 63 the income available for living 
expenses was barely a survival income but with development 
Glenrock is now a sound unit. 
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